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ABSTRACT
Recent images of the disks of dust around the young stars HR 4796A and Fomalhaut show, in each

case, a double-lobed feature that may be asymmetric (one lobe may be brighter than the other). A sym-
metric double-lobed structure is that expected from a disk of dust with a central hole that is observed
nearly edge-on (i.e., close to the plane of the disk). This paper shows how the gravitational inÑuence of a
second body in the system with an eccentric orbit would cause a brightness asymmetry in such a disk by
imposing a forced eccentricity on the orbits of the constituent dust particles, thus shifting the center of
symmetry of the disk away from the star and causing the dust near the forced pericenter of the per-
turbed disk to glow. Dynamic modeling of the HR 4796 disk shows that its D5% brightness asymmetry
could be the result of a forced eccentricity as small as 0.02 imposed on the disk by either the binary
companion HR 4796B or by an unseen planet close to the inner edge of the disk. Since it is likely that a
forced eccentricity of 0.01 or higher would be imposed on a disk in a system in which there are planets
but no binary companion, the corresponding asymmetry in the diskÏs structure could serve as a sensitive
indicator of these planets that might otherwise remain undetected.
Subject headings : accretion, accretion disks È binaries : visual È celestial mechanics, stellar dynamics È

circumstellar matter È planetary systems È stars : imaging È
stars : individual (HR 4796)

1. INTRODUCTION

A new generation of astronomical instrumentations is
now making it possible to image the thermal emission from
the disks of dust that surround some stars. The disks that
have been imaged around main-sequence stars (i.e., the
Vega-type, or debris, disks) have aroused considerable
interest because it is hoped that interpretation of their struc-
ture will provide valuable information about the evolution
of planetary systems, possibly even leading to the indirect
detection of planets hiding in the disks. One such disk is
that around the A0 V star HR 4796A. Mid-IR (10È20 km)
images of the HR 4796 disk (Jayawardhana et al. 1998 ;
Koerner et al. 1998 ; Telesco et al. 1999) show that its emis-
sion is concentrated in two lobes, one on either side of the
star, indicating that the disk is being observed nearly
edge-on and that its inner region is almost completely
devoid of dust. The same double-lobed feature is seen in
NICMOS (1.1 km) images of the diskÏs scattered light
(Schneider et al. 1999). The size of the diskÏs central cavity,
which was previously inferred from the starÏs spectral
energy distribution (Jura et al. 1993), is approximately 40
AU in radius from the star, about the same size as the solar
planetary system. Since the age of the HR 4796 system,

Myr (Stau†er, Hartmann, & Barrado Ytsys B 10 Navascue� s
1995 ; Jura et al. 1998) places it at a stage in its evolution
when the formation of any planets is expected to be almost
complete (e.g., Lissauer 1993), many authors have speculat-
ed that the central cavity could be indicative of planetary
formation in this inner region (Jura et al. 1995 ;
Jayawardhana et al. 1998 ; Koerner et al. 1998 ; Jura et al.
1998). A similar double-lobed feature has been observed in
the disk around the star Fomalhaut, with a similar explana-
tion proposed for its origin (Holland et al. 1998). Some
authors, however, remain skeptical about the existence of
planets in these systems (e.g., Kalas 1998).

Observations of the HR 4796 disk show a further inter-
esting feature : the diskÏs lobes appear to be of unequal
brightness, although this observed asymmetry is of low sta-
tistical signiÐcance (D1.8 p). Mid-IR observations of the
disk are described in a companion paper by Telesco et al.
(1999, hereafter T99), and their IHW18 (18.2 km) waveband
observation (their Fig. 4b) is reproduced in this paper in
Figure 8a. Their observation suggests that the northeast
lobe (on the left of the image in Fig. 8a) is D5% brighter
than the southwest lobe. This lobe asymmetry may also be
apparent in the NICMOS (1.1 km) images of the disk
(Schneider et al. 1999) and in the D20 km images from
Koerner et al. (1998). The brightnesses of the Fomalhaut
diskÏs lobes also appear to be asymmetric (Holland et al.
1998). There are many possible explanations for the HR
4796 diskÏs lobe asymmetry. This paper describes a model of
the T99 observation that provides one possible dynamical
explanation for the asymmetry : that it is the long-term con-
sequence of the gravitational perturbations of one or more
massive bodies on the disk (i.e., the consequence of the
systemÏs ““ secular perturbations ÏÏ).

Quite apart from any speculation about a nascent planet-
ary system in the inner region of the HR 4796 disk, we know
that the disk must have been gravitationally perturbed,
since HR 4796 is a visual binary system. The M dwarf star
HR 4796B, located at a projected distance of 517 AU (Jura
et al. 1998), is the common proper motion companion of
HR 4796A (Jura et al. 1993). An understanding of how
asymmetries in the observed structure of the zodiacal cloud,
the tenuous disk of dust in the solar system, are linked to
the solar systemÏs planets (Dermott et al. 1999) shows that if
there is at least one massive perturber in the HR 4796
system that is on an eccentric orbit, then the systemÏs
secular perturbations would have caused the diskÏs center of
symmetry to be o†set from the star (Dermott et al. 1998).
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This o†set would mean that the material in one of the diskÏs
observed lobes is closer to the star than that in the other
lobe ; consequently, this lobe would be hotter and brighter.
The aims of this paper are to ascertain how large the pertur-
bations would have to be to cause the observed 5% asym-
metry and to discuss whether or not perturbations of this
magnitude are physically realistic, or even to be expected, in
this system.

Since this paper is based on the interpretation of a cir-
cumstellar disk observation, it starts in ° 2 with a consider-
ation of how information about a disk is stored in an
observation. Section 3 gives a comprehensive discussion of
the physical processes that govern the dynamical evolution
of a diskÏs particles and sets up a broad theoretical frame-
work (the ““ dynamic disk ÏÏ) with which to investigate a
diskÏs structure. Section 4 then shows how secular pertur-
bations cause a diskÏs structure to have o†set and warp
asymmetries and provides evidence that these asymmetries
have been observed in the structure of the zodiacal cloud.
Section 5 uses the theoretical discussions of °° 2, 3, and 4 to
create an o†set model for the HR 4796 disk that matches
the 18.2 km brightness distribution observed by T99. The
interpretation of this model is discussed in ° 6.

2. THE OBSERVABLE CIRCUMSTELLAR DISK

The observed brightness of a circumstellar disk comes
from two sources : starlight that has been absorbed by the
disk particles and reemitted as thermal radiation (primarily
at mid-IR, far-IR, and submillimeter wavelengths at j [ 5
km), and starlight that has been scattered by the disk par-
ticles (primarily at optical and near-IR wavelengths at j \ 2
km). This paper discusses only a diskÏs thermal emission.

2.1. T hermal Emission of a Single Disk Particle
A particle of diameter D, that is at a distance r from a star

is heated by the stellar radiation to a temperature T that
can be calculated from the equilibrium between the energy
that the particle absorbs and that which it reemits as
thermal radiation. This temperature depends on the parti-
cleÏs optical properties (Gustafson 1994) :

T (D, r)\ [SQabsTT*
/SQabsTT(D,r)]1@4] Tbb , (1)

where this equation must be solved iteratively, since the
particleÏs temperature appears on both sides of the equa-
tion ; and are the particleÏs absorptionSQabsTTR

SQabsTT(D,r)efficiency averaged over the stellar spectrum (which can be
approximated as that of a blackbody radiating at the starÏs
e†ective temperature and the spectrum of a blackbodyT

*
)

radiating at a temperature T ; and is the equilibriumTbbtemperature of the particle if it were a blackbody :

Tbb \ 278.3Ja
^
/r ] (4p/A)(L

*
/L

_
)1@4 , (2)

where is given in kelvins, p/A is the ratio of the particleÏsTbbcross-sectional area to its surface area (e.g., spherical par-
ticles have p \ nD2/4 and A\ nD2, giving andp/A\ 14),and are the luminosities of the star and the Sun.L
*

L
_If this particle is at a distance from the Earth, theR

^contribution of its thermal emission to the Ñux density at a
wavelength j received at the Earth is given by

Fl(j, D, r)\ Qabs(j, D)Bl[j, T (D, r)])(D) , (3)

where is the Planck function and is the solidBl )\p/R2̂
angle subtended at the Earth by the cross-sectional area of
the particle.

2.2. DeÐnition of Disk Structure
A circumstellar disk consists of particles with a range of

sizes, compositions, and morphologies. Throughout this
paper, however, disk particles are assumed to have the same
composition and morphology, and a particleÏs size is char-
acterized by its diameter, D. Disk particles span a range of
sizes from the smallest (probably submicron-sized)Dmin,particles sustainable for a given disk, up to the largestDmax,(probably kilometer-sized) members of the disk that were
formed from the protoplanetary disk. The spatial distribu-
tion of these particles can be deÐned by n(D, r, h, /), where
n(D, r, h, /)dD is the volume density (number per unit
volume) of particles in the size range D^ dD/2 at a location
in the disk deÐned by r, the radial distance from the star, h,
the longitude relative to an arbitrary direction, and /, the
latitude relative to an arbitrary reference plane. However,
since it is a particleÏs cross-sectional area that is apparent in
an observation (eq. [3]), a diskÏs observable structure is
better deÐned in terms of p(D, r, h, /) \ n(D, r, h, /)p, the
cross-sectional area per unit volume per unit diameter.

The deÐnition of a diskÏs structure can be simpliÐed by
assuming the size distribution of its particles to be indepen-
dent of h and / :

p(D, r, h, /) \ p6 (D, r)p(r, h, /) , (4)

where is the proportion of the total cross-p6 (D, r)dD
sectional area of the disk at r that is in particles in the size
range D^ dD/2 and

p(r, h, /) \
P
Dmin

Dmaxp(D, r, h, /) dD (5)

is the spatial distribution of cross-sectional area of particles
of all sizes in the disk.

2.3. L ine-of-Sight Brightness of a Disk Observation
To determine the observed brightness of a circumstellar

disk in, for example, 1 pixel of an image of the disk, two
components of the observation must be deÐned : the vector
R, which extends from the observer to the disk and which
describes how the line of sight intersects the disk in terms of
r, h, and / ; and the solid angle of the observation, )obs,where for pixels of width radians.)obs\ dpix2 dpixConsider a volume element along this line of sight that is
at a location in the disk deÐned by r, h, / and that has a
length dR ; the element volume is ThedV \)obsR2̂ dR.
contribution of the thermal emission of the particles in this
element to the diskÏs brightness in the observation is given
by

dFl(j, r, h, /)/)obs\
P
Dmin

Dmax
Qabs(j, D)Bl[j, T (D, r)]

] p(D, r, h, /) dDdR , (6)

\ P(j, r)p(r, h, /) dR , (7)

where equation (7) uses the simpliÐcation for the disk struc-
ture given by equation (4) and

P(j, r) \
P
Dmin

Dmax
Qabs(j, D)Bl[j, T (D, r)]p6 (D, r)dD . (8)

Thus, while the brightness of this element is not a†ected by
the solid angle of the observation, neither is it a†ected by
the distance of the element from the Earth.
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Equation (8) can also be written as

P(j, r)\ SQabs(j, D)Bl[j, T (D, r)]Tp(D,r) ; (9)

i.e., P(j, r) is the combination of the particlesÏ optical
properties given by averaged overQabs(j, D)Bl[T (D, r), j]
the diskÏs cross-sectional area distribution, p(D, r). Thus,
P(j, r) can also be given by

P(j, r)\ Qabs(j, Dtyp)Bl[j, T (Dtyp, r)] , (10)

where is the size of disk particle that characterizes (andDtyphence dominates) the diskÏs emission. This characteristic
particle size could be di†erent in di†erent wavebands, as
well as at di†erent distances from the star, but always lies in
the range its value can be found byDmin\Dtyp\ Dmax ;
considering the relative contribution of particles of di†erent
sizes to P(j, r). However, unless the optical properties of the
particles prevent it, the particles that dominate a diskÏs
emission are also those that contribute most to its cross-
sectional area ; i.e., they are those that dominate the diskÏs
structure, p(r, h, /). This is usually the case for mid-IR
(j \ 10È20 km) observations, such as those of T99 (see, e.g.,
° 5.2).

The total brightness of the disk in this observation is the
integral of equation (6) over R. Thus, a disk observation is
composed of three parts : the diskÏs structure, the optical
properties of the disk particles, and the orientation of the
disk to the line of sight.

2.4. Real Circumstellar Disk Images
An image of the disk is made up of many pixels, each of

which has a di†erent line-of-sight vector R and correspond-
ing brightness. The image at the detector has been con-
volved with the observational point-spread function (PSF),
a combination of the seeing conditions and the telescope
and instrumental optics, which, in the di†raction-limited
case, for an ideal instrument, can be approximated as
Gaussian smoothing with FWHM \ j/D, where this D is
the diameter of the telescope. The observed image also con-
tains photospheric emission from the pointlike star, as well
as random noise Ñuctuations. A useful image of the disk can
be recovered by subtracting the image of the star, but the
accuracy of this subtraction depends on how well both the
PSF and the stellar Ñux density are known. Further
smoothing of the image to increase the signal-to-noise ratio
may also prove useful.

3. THE DYNAMIC DISK

This section outlines the theoretical framework upon
which later discussion of circumstellar disk structure (such
as how secular perturbations a†ect this structure) is based.
A disk is a dynamic entity, the constituent particles of which
are undergoing constant dynamical and physical evolution ;
° 3.1 gives an extensive discussion of the physical processes
acting on disk particles ; ° 3.2 then summarizes our under-
standing of the dynamic disk by showing how disk particles
can be categorized according to the dominant physical pro-
cesses a†ecting their evolution.

3.1. Physical Processes
If we are to make generalizations about the physical pro-

cesses relevant to circumstellar disk evolution, then the
zodiacal cloud is the best example of a circumstellar disk on

which to base this understanding, since its properties have
been determined with a certain degree of conÐdence. This
conÐdence stems from the wealth of observational, theoreti-
cal, and physical evidence describing its present state, its
evolutionary history, and the physical environment of the
system it is in. The physical processes that are described in
this section are those thought to have dominated the evolu-
tion of the zodiacal cloud, supposedly since the Sun reached
the main sequence (e.g., Leinert & 1990 ; GustafsonGru� n
1994). These processes should serve as an adequate basis for
an understanding of the evolution of the circumstellar disks
around other main-sequence stars.

There is, however, one obvious distinction between the
zodiacal cloud and exosolar dust disks. The emission
observed from the zodiacal cloud is dominated by that from
dust in the inner solar system (within 5 AU of the Sun),
which has its origins in the asteroid belt (Dermott et al.
1984 ; Grogan et al. 1997) and the short-period comets
(Sykes et al. 1986). In contrast, the emission observed from
exosolar dust disks is dominated by that originating from
dust in regions analogous to the Kuiper belt in the solar
system, i.e., [30 AU from the star (e.g., Backman & Paresce
1993). Relatively little is known about the Kuiper belt, but,
like the inner solar system, it appears to be populated with
many asteroid- or comet-like objects that are probably the
remnants of the solar systemÏs planetary formation phase
(e.g., Jewitt 1999).

3.1.1. Gravity

The dominant force acting on all but the smallest disk
particles is the gravitational attraction of the star :

Fgrav \ GM
*

m/r2 , (11)

where G is the gravitational constant, is the mass of theM
*star, m is the mass of the particle, and r is the distance of the

particle from the star. All material is assumed to orbit the
star on Keplerian (elliptical) orbits, with other forces acting
as perturbations to these orbits. The orbit of a particle is
deÐned by the following orbital elements : the semimajor
axis a and eccentricity e that deÐne the radial extent and
shape of the orbit ; the inclination I and longitude of
ascending node ) that deÐne the plane of the orbit (relative
to an arbitrary reference plane) ; and the longitude of peri-
center that deÐnes the orientation of the orbit within theu8
orbital plane (relative to an arbitrary reference direction).
The orbital period of the particle is given by

tper\ J(a/a
^
)3(M

_
/M

*
) , (12)

where is given in years, AU is the semimajor axistper a
^

\ 1
of the EarthÏs orbit, and is the mass of the Sun. At anyM

_instant, the location of the particle in its orbit is deÐned by
the true anomaly f, where f \ 0¡ and 180¡ at the pericenter
and apocenter, respectively, and its distance from the star, r,
and its velocity, v, are deÐned by

r \ a(1[ e2)/(1 ] e cos f ) , (13)

v\ JGM
*
(2/r [ 1/a) . (14)

Since at any given time a particle could be at any point
along its orbit, its contribution to the distribution of
material in a disk can be described by the elliptical ring that
contains the mass of the particle spread out along its orbit,
the line density of which varies inversely with the particleÏs
velocity (eq. [14]). Each disk particle has an orbit deÐned by
a di†erent set of orbital elements, with a contribution to the
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spatial distribution of material in the disk that can be
described by a corresponding elliptical ring. Thus, a diskÏs
structure can be deÐned by the distribution of orbital ele-
ments of its constituent particles, n(D, a, e, I, ), whereu8 ),
n(D, a, e, I, ), da de dI d) is the number of disku8 )dD du8
particles with sizes in the range D^ dD/2 and orbital ele-
ments in the range a ^ da/2, e^ de/2, I^ dI/2, )^

A diskÏs orbital element distribution cand)/2, u8 ^ du8 /2.
be quantiÐed in terms of the evolutionary history of the
system and the physical processes acting on the diskÏs par-
ticles. Using techniques such as those described in ° 5.1.2,
the resulting structure can then be compared with the diskÏs
observable structure, p(D, r, h, /), to link a disk obser-
vation with the physics of the particles in that disk. It is
often convenient to discuss the dependence of the orbital
element distribution on the di†erent parameters separately ;
e.g., the distribution of semimajor axes, n(a), is deÐned such
that n(a) da is the total number of particles with orbital
semimajor axes in the range a ^ da/2.

3.1.2. Collisions

A typical disk particle is created by the breakup of a
larger ““ parent ÏÏ body, either as the result of a collision with
another body or simply by its disintegration. This parent
body could have been created by the breakup of an even
larger body, and the particle itself will most likely end up as
a parent body for particles smaller than itself. This
““ collisional cascade ÏÏ spans the complete size range of disk
material, and the particles that share a common ancestor
are said to constitute a family of particles.

The size distribution that results from this collisional
cascade can be found from theoretical arguments
(Dohnanyi 1969) :

n(D)P D2~3q , (15)

where q \ 11/6 ; this distribution is expected to hold for
disk particles that are large enough not to be a†ected by
radiation forces (° 3.1.3). A disk with this distribution has its
mass, m(D)\ n(D)m, concentrated in its largest particles,
while its cross-sectional area, p(D)\ n(D)p, is concentrated
in its smallest particles. Collisions in such a disk are mostly
noncatastrophic (see eqs. [A2]È[A6]), and a particle in this
disk is most likely to be broken up by a particle that has just
enough mass (and hence energy) to do so. This in turn
means that collisional fragments have velocities, and hence
orbital elements, that are almost identical to those of the
original particle ; i.e., in the absence of other forces, all
members of the same family have identical orbits. Because
of the interaction of the competing physical processes, the
size distribution of disk particles that are a†ected by radi-
ation forces is really understood only qualitatively (°° 3.1.3
and 3.2.2) ; their distribution is particularly important, since,
in general, a diskÏs cross-sectional area (and hence its
observable structure) is concentrated in these smaller par-
ticles.

The importance of collisions in determining a particleÏs
evolution depends on its collisional lifetime, which is dis-
cussed in Appendix A. The collisional lifetime of the par-
ticles that constitute most of a diskÏs cross-sectional area
(i.e., those that are expected to characterize the diskÏs
mid-IR emission ; ° 2.3) can be approximated by (eqs. [A9]
and [A12])

tcoll(Dtyp, r)\ tper(r)/4nqeff(r) , (16)

where is the average orbital period of particles at r (eq.tper(r)[12] with a replaced by r), and is the diskÏs e†ectiveqeff(r)face-on optical depth (eq. [A8]), which would be equal to
the diskÏs true optical depth if its particles had unity extinc-
tion efficiency. The collisional lifetime of particles with D[

can be considerably longer than that of equation (16)Dtyp(see, e.g., eq. [A15]), and a diskÏs largest particles, those for
which may not have su†ered any catastro-tcoll(D, r) [ tsys,phic collisions since they were Ðrst created ; such particles
are primordial particles. The cascades of very young disks
may still contain a signiÐcant proportion of primordial par-
ticles ; i.e., their cascades may not be fully evolved.

The collisional cascade theory is well supported by evi-
dence from the zodiacal cloud. The size distribution of the
largest (D[ 3 km) members of the zodiacal cloudÏs col-
lisional cascade, the observable asteroids, is well approx-
imated by equation (15) (Durda & Dermott 1997 ; Durda,
Greenberg, & Jedicke 1998) ; the distribution of the very
largest (D[ 30 km) asteroids deviates from this distribu-
tion, however, because of the transition from strength
scaling to gravity scaling for asteroids larger than D150 m
(Durda et al. 1998). The size distribution of the zodiacal
cloudÏs medium-sized (1 mm\ D\ 3 km) members is also
expected to follow equation (15) (Durda & Dermott 1997),
but there is no observational proof of this, since these
members are too faint to be seen individually and too few to
be studied collectively (Leinert & 1990). There is,Gru� n
however, proof that the zodiacal cloudÏs collisional cascade
extends from its largest members down to its smallest dust
particles : the shapes of the ““ dust-band ÏÏ thermal emission
features (Low et al. 1984) correspond to those expected
from the small (1È1000 km) particles resulting from the
breakup, some time ago, of a few very large asteroids, the
largest fragments of which are still observable as the aster-
oids in the Themis, Koronis, and, possibly, Eos families
(Dermott et al. 1984 ; Grogan et al. 1997). The size distribu-
tion of the zodiacal cloudÏs smallest (D\ 1 mm) dust par-
ticles (e.g., Leinert & 1990 ; Love & Brownlee 1993)Gru� n
can be explained qualitatively (e.g., et al. 1985 ; seeGru� n
also ° 3.1.3).

Analysis of the collision rates of objects in the Kuiper belt
(Stern 1995) shows that a collisional cascade should exist
here too ; there is also evidence to suggest that the Kuiper
belt was once more massive than it is today (Jewitt 1999),
meaning that in the past collisions would have played a
much larger role in determining its structure than they do
today, maybe even causing the supposed mass loss (Stern &
Colwell 1997). The size distribution of the observed Kuiper
belt objects appears to be slightly steeper than that in the
inner solar system (q [ 11/6, Jewitt 1999), while obser-
vations have been unable, as yet, to determine its dust dis-
tribution (Backman, Dasgupta, & Stencel 1995 ; Gurnett et
al. 1997).

3.1.3. Radiation Forces, b
For most of the collisional cascade, gravity can be con-

sidered to be the only signiÐcant force acting on disk par-
ticles. The smallest particles, however, are signiÐcantly
a†ected by their interaction with the photons from the star.

3.1.3.1. Radiation Pressure

Radiation pressure is the component of the radiation
force that points radially away from the star. It is inversely
proportional to the square of a particleÏs distance from the
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star and is deÐned for di†erent particles by its ratio to the
gravitational force of equation (11) (Gustafson 1994) :

b(D)\ Frad/Fgrav \ C
r
(p/m)SQprTT*

(L
*
/L

_
)(M

_
/M

*
) ,

(17)

where kg m~2, p/m is the ratio of theC
r
\ 7.65] 10~4

particleÏs cross-sectional area to its mass (e.g., p/m\ 1.5/oD
for spherical particles of density o), and SQprTTp

\
dj is the particleÏs radiation pressure/ Qpr(D, j)Fj dj// Fjefficiency1 averaged over the stellar spectrum, Fj.An approximation for large particles is that SQprTTp

B 1 ;
thus, large spherical particles have

b(D)B (1150/oD)(L
*
/L

_
)(M

_
/M

*
) , (18)

where o is measured in kg m~3, and D in km. This approx-
imation is valid for particles in the solar system with D[ 20
km (Gustafson 1994). For particles in exosolar systems, this
limit scales with the wavelength at which the star emits
most of its energy, i.e., equation (18) is valid forj

*
P 1/T

*
;

spherical particles with km, whereD[ 20(T
_
/T

*
) T

_
\

5785 K is the e†ective temperature of the Sun. Since
b P 1/D, this means that the smaller a particle, the larger its
b ; this holds down to micron-sized particles, smaller than
which b decreases to a level that is independent of the parti-
cleÏs size (Gustafson 1994).

The e†ect of radiation pressure is equivalent to reducing
the mass of the star by a factor 1 [ b. This means that a
particle for which moves slower around the sameb D 0
orbit by a factor of the square root of (1 [ b) than one for
which b \ 0 (eq. [14]). It also means that daughter frag-
ments created by the breakup of a parent body move on
orbits that can di†er substantially from that of the parent.
The reason for this is that while the positions and velocities
of a parent and its daughter fragments are the same at the
moment of breakup (apart from a small velocity dispersion),
their b are di†erent, and so the daughter fragments move in
e†ective potentials that are di†erent from that in which the
parent moved. Daughter fragments created in the breakup
of a parent particle that had b \ 0, and for which orbital
elements at the time of the collision were a, e, I, ), and f,u8 ,
move in the same orbital plane as the parent, I@\ I and
)@\ ), but on orbits with semimajor axes a@, eccentricities
e@, and pericenter orientations that are given by (Burns,u8 @
Lamy, & Soter 1979)

a@\ a(1[ b)/[1[ 2b(1] e cos f )/(1 [ e2)] , (19)

e@ \ (1[ b)~1Je2] 2be cos f] b2 , (20)

u8 @[ u8 \ f[ f @\ arctan [b sin f/(b cos f] e)] . (21)

Analysis of equations (19), (20), and (21) shows that the
orbits of the largest fragments, those for which b \ 0.1, are
similar to that of the parent. On the other hand, the smallest
fragments, those for which b [ 0.5(1[ e2)/(1 ] e cos f ),
have hyperbolic orbits (e@[ 1) ; these particles are known as
““ b meteoroids. ÏÏ2 Since b meteoroids are lost from the
system on the timescale of the orbital period of the parent
(eq. [12]), the diameter of particle for which b [ 0.5 essen-
tially deÐnes the lower end of the collisional cascade.

1 A particleÏs radiation pressure efficiency is related to its absorption
and scattering efficiencies by whereQpr \Qabs ] Qsca(1 [ Scos hT),
Scos hT accounts for the asymmetry of the scattered radiation.

2 Note that particles with b [ 1 are b meteoroids even if they were not
created collisionally, since they ““ see ÏÏ a negative mass star.

However, there may also be a population of submicron
particles that have b \ 0.5 (Gustafson 1994). The
intermediate-sized fragments, those for which 0.1\ b \ 0.5,
which we call ““b critical ÏÏ particles, have orbits that di†er
substantially from that of the parent. However, the point of
closest approach to the star of the orbits of all daughter
fragments, irrespective of their size, is the same as that of the
parent : combining equations (19) and (20) gives the peri-
center distance of daughter fragments, asr

p
@ \ a@(1[ e@),

r
p
@ /r

p
\ 1 ] e(1[ cos f ) ] O(e2) . (22)

The orbits of collisional fragments with di†erent b from a
parent particle that was on a circular orbit are shown in
Figure 1.

3.1.3.2. Poynting-Robertson (P-R) Light Drag

The component of the radiation force tangential to a
particleÏs orbit is called the P-R drag force. This force is also
proportional to b. It results in an evolutionary decrease in
both the semimajor axis and eccentricity of the particleÏs
orbit (Burns et al. 1979) :

a5 pr\ [(a/a)(2] 3e2)/(1 [ e2)3@2 \ [2a/a ] O(e2) , (23)

e5 pr\ [(a/a2)2.5e/(1 [ e2)1@2\ [2.5ae/a2] O(e2) , (24)

where AU2 yr~1. P-R draga \ 6.24] 10~4(M
*
/M

_
)b

does not change the plane of the particleÏs orbit, I0 pr\neither does it a†ect the orientation of the parti-)0 pr\ 0 ;
cleÏs pericenter, For a particle with zero eccentric-u8u5 pr \ 0.
ity, equation (23) can be solved to Ðnd the time it takes for

FIG. 1.ÈNew orbits of the fragments of a collision in which a large
parent particle ““ P ÏÏ that was on a circular orbit around a star ““ S ÏÏ was
broken up. Fragments of di†erent sizes have di†erent radiation pressure
forces, characterized by a particleÏs b, acting on them, and so have di†erent
orbits : those with b \ 0.1, the ““ large ÏÏ particles, have orbits that are close
to that of the parent ; those with 0.1 \ b \ 0.5, the ““ b critical ÏÏ particles,
have orbits that have the same pericenter distance as the parent but larger
apocenter distances ; and those with b [ 0.5, the ““ b meteoroids,ÏÏ have
hyperbolic orbits. Because, when they are created, the velocity vector of all
fragments is perpendicular to the stellar direction, this is the point of their
orbitÏs closest approach to the star. The orbits of fragments with b \ 0, 0.1,
0.3, 0.4, 0.51, 1.0, and 2.2 are shown here. The thick circular line denotes
both the orbit of the parent particle and that of collisional fragments with
b \ 0. All particles are orbiting the star counterclockwise.
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the particle to spiral in from a radial distance of tor1 r2 :

tpr \ 400(M
_

/M
*
)[(r1/a^)2 [ (r2/a^)2]/b , (25)

where is given in years.tprConsider the daughter fragments created in the breakup
of a parent body that was on an orbit at a distance r from
the star. The largest fragments are broken up by collisions
before their orbits have su†ered any signiÐcant P-R drag
evolution, while the smaller fragments, for which the P-R
drag evolution is faster, can reach the star without having
encountered another particle (at which point they
evaporate). Particles for which P-R drag signiÐcantly a†ects
their orbits in their lifetime can be estimated as those for
which their collisional lifetime (eq. [16] ; the use of this
equation is justiÐed in the next paragraph) is longer than
their P-R drag lifetime (eq. [25] with i.e., those forr2\ 0),
which whereb [ bpr,

bpr\ 5000qeff(r)J(M
_
/M

*
)(r/a

^
) ; (26)

for large spherical particles, this is also those for which
whereD\Dpr,

Dpr \ [0.23/oqeff(r)](L *
/L

_
)J(M

_
/M

*
)(a

^
/r) , (27)

o is measured in kg m~3, and in km.DprConsider the daughter fragments created in the breakup
of an endless supply of parent bodies that are on orbits with
the same semimajor axis, Ignoring collisional processes,a

s
.

the fragments with orbits that are a†ected by P-R drag,
those with have their semimajor axes distributedb [bpr,from to a \ 0 according to (eq. [23])a \ a

s
n(a)P 1/a5 prP a ; (28)

this corresponds to a volume density distribution that is
roughly inversely proportional to distance from the star.3 If
the collisional processes leading to the size distribution of
the parent bodies, still hold for the production of then

s
(D),

P-R dragÈa†ected particles, then their size distribution is
given by

n(D)P n
s
(D)/a5 pr P n

s
(D)D . (29)

If can be given by equation (15) with q \ 11/6, then
s
(D)

cross-sectional area of a diskÏs P-R dragÈa†ected particles is
concentrated in the largest of these particles, while that of
its una†ected particles is concentrated in the smallest of
these particles ; i.e., most of a diskÏs cross-sectional area is
expected to be concentrated in particles with Dtyp B Dpr,justifying the use of equation (16) for the collisional lifetime
of these particles.

Observations of the zodiacal cloud at 1 AU show that its
e†ective optical depth here is Since theseqeff \ O(10~7).
particles originated in the asteroid belt at D3 AU, arriving
at 1 AU because of the P-R drag evolution of their orbits,
the zodiacal cloudÏs volume density should vary P1/r, and
its e†ective optical depth at 3 AU should be similar to that
at 1 AU. Assuming zodiacal cloud particles to have a
density D2500 kg m~3 (Leinert & 1990), the cross-Gru� n
sectional area of material in the asteroid belt should be
concentrated in particles with km) (eq. [27]),Dpr\ O(500

3 If the particles had circular orbits, equation (28) means a spherical
shell of width dr, the volume of which is Pr2 dr, would contain a number of
particles that is Pr dr (see, e.g., Gorkavyi et al. 1997).

for which both the collisional lifetime and the P-R drag
lifetime are D4 Myr. The cross-sectional area of material at
1 AU is expected to be concentrated in particles smaller
than that in the asteroid belt, since many of the larger par-
ticles should have been broken up by collisions before they
reach the inner solar system; this is in agreement with
observations that show the cross-sectional area distribution
at 1 AU to peak for particles with D\ 100È200 km (Leinert
& 1990 ; Love & Brownlee 1993). Also, equation (A15)Gru� n
with km, and q \ 11/6Dtyp\ 500 Dcc(D)/D\ (10~4)1@3,
predicts that the collisional lifetime of large bodies in the
asteroid belt should be

tcollB 109JD , (30)

where is given in years and D in km. Since the solartcollsystem is D4.5] 109 yr old, this implies that asteroids
larger than D20 km should be primordial asteroids ; this is
in agreement with more accurate models of the observed
size distribution of these asteroids (Durda et al. 1998).

3.2. Division of a Disk into Particle Categories
Disk particles of di†erent sizes can be categorized accord-

ing to the dominant physical processes a†ecting their evolu-
tion. Particles in the di†erent categories have di†erent lives ;
i.e., the way they are created, their dynamical evolution, and
the way they are eventually destroyed are all di†erent. Each
of a diskÏs categories has a di†erent spatial distribution ;
which of these categories dominates the diskÏs observable
structure depends on the relative contribution of each to the
diskÏs cross-sectional area (see ° 2.3).

3.2.1. Category DeÐnitions

A diskÏs largest particles, those with b \ 0.1, have orbital
elements that are initially the same as, or at least very
similar to, those of their parents. Of these large particles,
only those with su†er no signiÐcant P-R drag evo-b \bprlution to their orbits in their lifetime. These truly large par-
ticles continue on the same orbits as those of their ancestors
until they collide with a particle large enough to cause a
catastrophic collision ; the resulting collisional fragments
populate the collisional cascade. The spatial distribution of
these ““ large ÏÏ particles in a disk is its base distribution. The
spatial distributions of a diskÏs smaller particles can be
understood only in terms of how they di†er from the diskÏs
base distribution.

Disk particles with spiral in from theirbpr\ b \ 0.1
parentÏs orbits because of P-R drag, so they are closer to the
star than their parents by the time of their demise (which
could be caused either by collisions or by evaporation close
to the star) ; the spatial distribution of these ““ P-R dragÈ
a†ected ÏÏ particles in a disk di†ers from the diskÏs base dis-
tribution in that it extends closer in to the star. The orbits of
particles with 0.1\ b \ 0.5 also undergo signiÐcant P-R
drag evolution before their demise, but their original orbits
are already di†erent from those of their parents ; the spatial
distribution of these b critical particles in a disk extends
both farther out, and farther in, from the diskÏs base dis-
tribution. Particles with b [ 0.5 leave their parents on
hyperbolic orbits and so are quickly lost from the system;
the spatial distribution of these b meteoroids in a disk
extends farther out, but not farther in, from the diskÏs base
distribution.

Thus, a disk comprises four particle categories, each of
which has a di†erent spatial distribution, although all are
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inextricably linked to that of the large particles through the
collisional cascade. For disks that have however,bpr[ 0.5,
i.e., those with

qeff(r)[ 10~4J(M
*
/M

_
)(a

^
/r) , (31)

there is no signiÐcant P-R drag evolution of any of its con-
stituent particles. Such disks comprise just three categories,
since the P-R dragÈa†ected category is empty.

3.2.2. Category Cross-Sectional Area

The size distributions of a diskÏs large particles, and its
P-R dragÈa†ected particles, were discussed in °° 3.1.2 and
3.1.3. These discussions imply that the cross-sectional area
of a disk in which there is a population of P-R dragÈa†ected
particles (see eq. [31]) is dominated by particles with DB

(eq. [27]). As a Ðrst-cut approximation, the size dis-Dprtribution of a disk in which there are no P-R dragÈa†ected
particles follows equation (15) from down toDmax Dmin\
D(b \ 0.5) ; however, since a particleÏs catastrophic collision
rate is a†ected by the size distribution of particles smaller
than itself (Durda & Dermott 1997 ; eq. [A4]), this distribu-
tion cannot be expected to hold all the way down to
D(b \ 0.5). This means that the cross-sectional area of such
a disk is concentrated in its smallest particles, and the con-
tribution of b critical particles to the diskÏs total cross-
sectional area is then given by

dp/ptot\ [D5~3q]
D(b/0.1)D(b/0.5)/[D5~3q]

Dmax
D(b/0.5) ; (32)

e.g., if q \ 11/6, and b P 1/D, this means that one-half of the
diskÏs cross-sectional area comes from its b critical particles.

Since b meteoroids have hyperbolic orbits, they are
expected to contribute little to a diskÏs cross-sectional area
unless they are produced at a high enough rate to replenish
their rapid loss from the system. This could be the case if the
disk was very dense, since material would pass quickly
through the cascade ; such a disk would undergo consider-
able mass loss. An estimate of how dense the disk would
have to be for this to be the case depends on the assump-
tions made about the physics of collisions between small
particles. For heuristic purposes, it is assumed here that the
total cross-sectional area of b meteoroids created by the
collisional breakup of a parent body is comparable to that
of the parent itself ; this is probably an underestimate if the
collision is destructive but an overestimate if the collision is
erosive. If this were the case, then the diskÏs b meteoroids
would dominate a diskÏs cross-sectional area only if their
lifetime, which is of the order of the orbital period of their
parents, is longer than the lifetime of these parents, which
can be approximated by equation (16), i.e., only if

qeff(r)[ 0.1 . (33)

In conclusion, from a theoretical standpoint, there are
few solid assumptions that can be made about a diskÏs size
distribution other than that, the denser a disk is, the smaller
the diameter of particles that its cross-sectional area is con-
centrated in.

3.3. T he Perturbed Dynamic Disk
In addition to the physical processes described in ° 3.1,

the particles of the dynamic disk described in this section
are a†ected by a number of perturbing processes ; these
produce subtle, but perhaps observable, changes in a diskÏs
structure. The dominant perturbing processes in the zodia-

cal cloud are the secular and resonant gravitational pertur-
bations of the planets. Secular perturbations are discussed
in ° 4. Resonant perturbations give rise to planetary reso-
nant rings : a planetÏs resonant ring is an asymmetric cir-
cumstellar ring of material that co-orbits with the planet as
a result of the resonant trapping of particles into the
planetÏs exterior mean motion resonances (not to be con-
fused with circumplanetary dust rings). There is both obser-
vational and theoretical evidence for the existence of the
EarthÏs resonant ring (Dermott et al. 1994 ; Reach et al.
1995) ; many of the observed Kuiper belt objects are trapped
in 2 :3 resonance with Neptune (Jewitt 1999), thus forming
NeptuneÏs resonant ring (Malhotra 1995).

Other possible perturbing processes include stellar wind
forces, which, at least for dust in the solar system, e†ectively
increase the value of b for P-R drag (e.g., Leinert & Gru� n
1990) ; Lorentz forces acting on charged particles, which,
while negligible for particles in the inner solar system, are
increasingly important for particles at distances farther
from the Sun (e.g., Kimura & Mann 1998) ; interactions with
dust from the interstellar medium (e.g., Artymowicz &
Clampin 1997) ; the sublimation of icy dust grains, which is
one of the mechanisms that has been suggested as the cause
of the inner hole in the HR 4796 disk (Jura et al. 1998) ; and
the self-gravity of a massive disk, which could have played
an important role in determining the evolution of the pri-
mordial Kuiper belt (Ward & Hahn 1998).

4. STRUCTURE OF A SECULARLY PERTURBED DISK

The orbit of a particle in a circumstellar disk that is in a
system in which there are one or more massive perturbers is
inevitably a†ected by the gravitational perturbations of
these bodies. The consequent evolution of the particleÏs
orbit can be used to obtain a quantitative understanding of
the e†ect of these perturbations on the structure of the disk.

4.1. Secular Perturbation T heory
4.1.1. Perturbation Equations

The gravitational forces from a planetary system that act
to perturb the orbit of a particle in the system can be
decomposed into the sum of many terms that are described
by the particleÏs disturbing function, R. The long-term
average of these forces are the systemÏs secular pertur-
bations and the terms of the disturbing function that con-
tribute to these secular perturbations, can be identiÐedRsec,as those that do not depend on the mean longitudes of
either the planets or the particle (the other forces having
periodic variations).

Consider a particle that is orbiting a star of mass thatM
*also has massive, perturbing, bodies orbiting it. ThisNplparticle has a radiation pressure force acting on it represent-

ed by b, and its orbit is described by the elements a, e, I, ),
and To second order in eccentricities and inclinations,u8 .
the secular terms in the particleÏs disturbing function are
given by (Brouwer & Clemence 1961 ; Dermott et al. 1985 ;
Dermott & Nicholson 1986 ; Murray & Dermott 1999)

Rsec \ na2
G1
2

A(e2[ I2) ] ;
j/1

Npl
[A

j
ee

j
cos (u8 [ u8

j
)

] B
j
II

j
cos ()[ )

j
)]
H

, (34)
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where is the meann \ (2n/tyear)[(M*
/M

_
)(1 [ b)(a

^
/a)3]1@2

motion of the particle in radians s~1, tyear \s is 1 yr measured in2n/(GM
_

/a3̂ )1@2 \ 3.156] 107
seconds, and
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where and for fora
j
\ a

j
/a a

j
\ 1 a

j
\ a, a

j
\ a

j
\ a/a

janda
j
[ a, b3@2s (a

j
)\ (n)~1 /02n (1 [ 2a

j
cos t ] a

j
2)~3@2

cos st dt are the Laplace coefficients (s \ 1, 2). A, andA
j
,

are in units of radians s~1, and is in units of m2 s~2.B
j

RsecThe e†ect of these perturbations on the orbital elements
of the particle can be found using LagrangeÏs planetary
equations (Brouwer & Clemence 1961 ; Murray & Dermott
1999). The semimajor axis of the particle remains constant,

while the variations of its eccentricity and inclina-a5 sec \ 0,
tion are best described when coupled with the variations of
its longitude of pericenter and ascending node using the
variables deÐned by its complex eccentricity z and complex
inclination y :

z\ e exp iu8 , (36a)

y \ I exp i) , (36b)

where i2 \ [1. Using these variables, LagrangeÏs planetary
equations give the orbital element variations due to secular
perturbations as

z5 sec \ ]iAz] i ;
j/1

Npl
A

j
z
j
, (37a)

y5 sec \ [iAy] i ;
j/1

Npl
B
j
y
j
, (37b)

where and are the complex eccentricities and inclina-z
j

y
jtions of the perturbers, which have a slow temporal varia-

tion because of the secular perturbations of the perturbers
on each other (Brouwer & Clemence 1961 ; Murray &
Dermott 1999) :

z
j
(t) \ ;

k/1

Npl
e
jk

exp i(g
k
t ] b

k
) , (38a)

y
j
(t)\ ;

k/1

Npl
I
jk

exp i( f
k
t ] c

k
) , (38b)

where and are the eigenfrequencies of the perturberg
k

f
ksystem, the coefficients and are the correspondinge

jk
I
jkeigenvectors, and and are constants found from theb

k
c
kinitial conditions of the perturber system.

4.1.2. Solution to Perturbation Equations

Ignoring the evolution of a particleÏs orbital elements due
to P-R drag, equations (37a) and (37b) can be solved to give
the secular evolution of the particleÏs instantaneous
complex eccentricity and inclination (also known as the
particleÏs osculating elements). This secular evolution is
decomposed into two distinct time-varying elementsÈthe
““ forced ÏÏ (subscript f ) and ““ proper ÏÏ (subscript p)

elementsÈthat are added vectorially in the complex planes
(see, e.g., Fig. 2a) :

z(t) \ z
f
(t) ] z

p
(t) \ ;

k/1

Npl C;
j/1Npl A
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e
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k
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t ] b
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exp i(]At ] b0) , (39a)
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) ] I

p
exp i([At ] c0) , (39b)

where and are determined by the particleÏse
p
, b0, I

p
, c0initial conditions.

These equations have simple physical and geometrical
interpretations. A particleÏs forced elements, andz

f
y
f
,

depend only on the orbits of the perturbers in the system
(which have a slow secular evolution ; eqs. [38a] and [38b]),
as well as on the particleÏs semimajor axis (which has no
secular evolution). Thus, at a time a particle that is on ant0,orbit with a semimajor axis a has forced elements imposed
on its orbit by the perturbers in the system that are deÐned
by and The contribution of the particleÏsz

f
(a, t0) y

f
(a, t0).proper elements to its osculating elements, and isz(t0) y(t0),then given by andz
p
(t0) \ z(t0) [ z

f
(a, t0) y

p
(t0)\ y(t0)thus deÐning the particleÏs proper eccentricity[ y

f
(a, t0),and proper inclination which are its fundamentale

p
I
p
,

orbital elements (i.e., those that the particle would have if
there were no perturbers in the system), as well as the orien-
tation parameters and Since both the forced elements,b0 c0.and the osculating elements, of collisional fragments are the
same as those of their parent (apart from fragments with
b [ 0.1), particles from the same family have the same
proper elements, ande

p
I
p
.

The evolution of a particleÏs proper elements is
straightforwardÈthey precess around circles of Ðxed
radius, and at a constant rate, A, counterclockwise fore

p
I
p
,

clockwise for The secular precession timescalez
p
, y

p
.

depends only on the semimajor axis of the particleÏs orbit :

tsec \ 2n/Atyear , (40)

where is given in years and A is given in equation (35a) ;tsecsecular perturbations produce long-period variations in a
particleÏs orbital elements [e.g., Myr) in thetsec \O(0.1
asteroid belt]. The centers of the circles that the proper
elements precess around are the forced elements (see, e.g.,
Fig. 2a). Actually the forced elements vary on timescales
that are comparable to the precession timescale (eq. [40]) ;
thus, it might appear ambitious to talk of the precession of a
particleÏs osculating elements around circles when its real
evolutionary track in the complex eccentricity and complex
inclination planes may not be circular at all. The reason it is
presented as such is that, at any given time, all of the par-
ticles at the same semimajor axis precess (at the same rate)
around the same forced elements on circles of di†erent radii,
and this has consequences for the global distribution of
orbital elements (see ° 4.2.1).

There are two things that are worth mentioning now
about a particleÏs forced elements. If there is just one per-
turber in the system, its complex eccentricity andNpl\ 1,
complex inclination do not undergo any secular evolution
and the forced elements imposed on a particle in the system
are not only constant in time but also independent of the
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FIG. 2.È(a) Osculating (instantaneous) complex eccentricity, of the orbit of a particle in a system with one or more massive perturbersz\ e exp iu8 \ SD,
can be resolved vectorially into two components : a forced eccentricity, that is imposed on the particleÏs orbit by the perturbers ; and az

f
\ e

f
exp iu8

f
\ SC,

proper eccentricity, that is the particleÏs intrinsic eccentricity. The secular evolution of its complex eccentricity is to precessz
p
\ e

p
exp iu8

p
\ CD,

counterclockwise around the circle in (a), although the forced eccentricity may also vary with time. Initially, the orbital elements of a family of collisional
fragments created in the breakup of one large asteroid are the same as those of the original asteroid. After a few precession timescales, their complex
eccentricities are evenly distributed around the circle in (a) ; this is because each fragment has a slightly di†erent precession timescale. Thus, these fragments
have the same a, and but random so their orbits have di†erent eccentricities and orientations. (b) Spatial distribution of these collisionale

f
, u8

f
, e

p
, u8

p
,

fragments. Their elliptical orbits are represented here by circles of radius a with centers that are o†set from the star S by ae in a direction opposite to the
pericenter direction, A heavy line is used to highlight the orbit of a fragment with a pericenter P and displaced circle center D, where DP \ a and SD \ ae ;u8 .
the triangle SCD, where and corresponds to a similar one in (a). Since the distribution of is random, it follows that the points D forSC \ ae

f
CD \ ae

p
, u8

pall the fragments are distributed on a circle of radius and center C. Thus, the fragments form a uniform torus of inner radius and outer radiusae
p

a(1[ e
p
),

centered on a point C displaced from the star by a distance in a direction away from the forced pericenter, (Dermott et al. 1985).a(1] e
p
), ae

f
u8

f

mass of the perturber :
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This implies that a body of low mass, such as an asteroid,
has as much impact on a particleÏs orbit as a body of high
mass, such as a Jupiter-mass planet. The perturbations from
a smaller perturber, however, produce longer secular pre-
cession timescales (eq. [40]) :

tsec \ 4[a
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b3@21 (a
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]~1 ;

(42)

they would also be similar in magnitude to those of the
diskÏs self-gravity, which in that case could no longer be
ignored. If there is more than one perturber in the system,

then particles on orbits for which their precessionNpl[ 1,
rate equals one of the systemÏs eigenfrequencies or(A\ g

k
,

have inÐnite forced elements imposed on their[A\ f
k
)

orbits and so are quickly ejected from such a ““ secular
resonance ÏÏ region.

The solution given by equations (39a) and (39b) accounts
for the fact that small particles see a less massive star
because of the action of radiation pressure, but does not
account for the P-R drag evolution of their orbits ; the solu-
tion for these particles is discussed in Appendix B. Also, the
perturbation theory of ° 4.1.1 is valid only for particles with
small eccentricities ; i.e., it is not valid for the evolution of a
diskÏs b critical particles or its b meteoroids. However, if the
evolution of a diskÏs b critical particles is a†ected by secular

perturbations (i.e., if their lifetime is longer than the secular
timescale), then it is probably also a†ected by P-R drag (i.e.,
their lifetime is probably also longer than the P-R drag
timescale), in which case the diskÏs b critical particles do not
contribute much to its observable structure (°° 3.1.3 and
3.2.2). There is no secular evolution to the orbits of b
meteoroids because of their short lifetimes.

4.2. O†set and Warp
The e†ect of secular perturbations on the structure of a

disk can be understood by considering the e†ect of the
secular evolution of the constituent particlesÏ orbits on the
distribution of their orbital elements. The perturbation
equations of ° 4.1.1 show that secular perturbations a†ect
only the distribution of disk particlesÏ complex eccentric-
ities, n(z), and complex inclinations, n(y), while having no
e†ect on their size distribution (and hence the division of the
disk into its particle categories) or on their semimajor axis
distribution (and hence the diskÏs large-scale radial
distribution).

4.2.1. O†set and Plane of Symmetry of Family Material

Consider the family of collisional fragments originating
from a primordial body, the orbital elements of which were
described by a, and Here we consider only fragmentse

p
, I

p
.

that are una†ected by P-R drag (those that are a†ected by
P-R drag are discussed in Appendix B).

4.2.1.1. Large (b \ 0.1) Fragments

The orbital elements of the largest fragments, those with
b \ 0.1, created in the breakup of the primordial body are
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initially very close to those of the primordial body ; they do
not have identical orbits because of the velocity dispersion
imparted to the fragments in the collision. The forced ele-
ments imposed on the orbits of all of these collisional frag-
ments are the same as those imposed on the primordial
body. The secular evolution of their osculating complex
eccentricities (eq. [39a]) and complex inclinations (eq.
[39b]) is to precess about the forced elements (which are
also varying with time), but at slightly di†erent rates
(because of their slightly di†erent semimajor axes). A similar
argument applies for all particles created by the collisional
breakup of these fragments. Thus, after a few precession
timescales, the complex eccentricities and complex inclina-
tions of the collisional fragments of this family lie evenly
distributed around circles that are centered on andz

f
(a, t)

and that have radii of and (e.g., their complexy
f
(a, t) e

p
I
peccentricities lie on the circle shown in Fig. 2a), while their

semimajor axes are all still close to a. This is seen to be the
case in the asteroid belt : there are families of asteroids that
have similar a, and that are the collisional fragmentse

p
, I

presulting from the breakup of a much larger asteroid
(Hirayama 1918).

The distribution of the complex eccentricities, n(z), of
these particles, has a distribution of pericenters that is
biased toward the orientation in the disk that is deÐned by

The consequence of this biased orbital element distribu-u8
f
.

tion on the spatial distribution of this family material is best
described with the help of Figure 2b. This shows a face-on
view (i.e., perpendicular to the plane of symmetry) of the
family material in orbit around a star S. The resulting disk
is made up of particles on orbits that have the same a, e

f
,

and but random The contribution of each parti-u8
f
, e

p
u8

p
.

cle to the spatial distribution of material in the disk can be
described by the elliptical ring of material coincident with
the particleÏs orbit (see ° 3.1.1). In Figure 2b, these elliptical
rings have been represented by uniform circles of radius a,
with centers that are o†set by ae in a direction opposite to
the pericenter direction (this is a valid approximation tou8
Ðrst order in the particlesÏ eccentricities) ; a heavy line is
used to highlight the orbital ring with a pericenter located
at P and a displaced circle center located at D, where
DP \ a. The vector SD can be decomposed into its forced
and proper components ; this is shown by the triangle SCD,
where SD \ ae, and (there is a similarSC \ ae

f
, CD \ ae

ptriangle in Fig. 2a). Given that the distribution of isu8
prandom, it follows that the distribution of the ringsÏ centers,

D, for the family disk are distributed on a circle of radius
and center C. Thus, the family forms a uniform torus ofae

pinner radius and outer radius centereda(1 [ e
p
) a(1 ] e

p
)

on a point C displaced from the star S by a distance in aae
fdirection away from the forced pericenter (Dermott et al.u8

f1985 ; Dermott et al. 1998).
The distribution of the complex inclinations, n(y), of these

particles, is also the distribution of their orbital planes.
Changing the reference plane relative to which the particlesÏ
orbital inclinations are deÐned to that described by y

f
,

shows that the secular complex inclination distribution of
this family material leads to a disk that is symmetrical
about the plane ; the opening angle of this disk isy

fdescribed by I
p
.

4.2.1.2. Small (b [ 0.1) Fragments

Since the small particles in this family originate from the
larger particles, the orbital elements of the parents of the

small particles have the same a, and (they also havee
p
, I

pthe same and but random and Consider the bz
f

y
f
) u8

p
)

p
.

critical particles that are produced at the same time from
the population of family particles that have the same u8

pand at that time ; this parent population is spread out)
palong the orbit deÐned by the elements a, e, and whichu8 ,

could be one of the rings shown in Figure 2b. The average
pericenter orientation of these b critical particles is theSu8 @T
same as that of the orbit of the larger particles (obviousu8
because of the symmetry of eq. [21] with respect to f ) ; their
pericenter locations are also the same (eq. [22]). Thus, the
ring shown in Figure 2b deÐnes the inner edge of the disk of
b critical particles created in the breakup of large particles
on this ring ; i.e., their disk is o†set by an amount ae in the u8
direction. Consequently, the inner edge of the disk of b
critical particles created in the breakup of all large particles
in this family is o†set by an amount in the direction.ae

f
u8

fThis disk has the same plane of symmetry as the familiesÏ
large particles, since all particle categories from the same
family have the same distribution of orbital planes, n(y).
Similar arguments apply for the familiesÏ b meteoroids.

4.2.2. O†set and Warp of W hole Disk

The disks of material from all of the families that have the
same semimajor axis, or equivalently that are at the same
distance from the star, have the same o†set inner edge and
the same plane of symmetry. This is because their large
particles have the same forced elements imposed on their
orbits. The complex eccentricities and complex inclinations
of the large particles of all of these families lie evenly distrib-
uted around circles with the same centers, and butz

f
y
f
,

with a distribution of radii, and that are then(e
p
) n(I

p
),

distributions of the proper elements of these families
(deÐning the width and opening angle of the torus consist-
ing of these familiesÏ material). The whole disk is made up of
families with a range of semimajor axes ; the families that
are at di†erent semimajor axes can have di†erent forced
elements imposed on their orbits, and, in view of the proper
element distributions in the asteroid belt and in the Kuiper
belt, they can also have di†erent distributions of proper
elements.

If the forced eccentricity imposed on the disk is nonzero,
which it is if there is at least one perturber in the system that
is on a noncircular orbit (eqs. [39a] and [41a]), then the
diskÏs center of symmetry is o†set from the star. If the forced
inclination imposed on the disk is di†erent for families at
di†erent semimajor axes, which it is if there are two or more
perturbers in the system that are moving on orbits that are
not coplanar (eqs. [39b] and [41b]), then the diskÏs plane of
symmetry varies with distance from the star ; i.e., the disk is
warped.

4.2.3. Physical Understanding of O†set and Warp

There is also a physical explanation for the secular per-
turbation asymmetries. The secular perturbations of a
massive body are equivalent to the gravitational pertur-
bations of the elliptical ring that contains the mass of the
perturber spread out along its orbit, the line density of
which varies inversely with the speed of the perturber in its
orbit (GaussÏ averaging method, Brouwer & Clemence
1961 ; Murray & Dermott 1999). The ringÏs elliptical shape
and its higher line density at the perturberÏs apocenter mean
that the center of mass of the star-ring system is shifted from
the star toward the perturberÏs apocenter. The focus of the
orbits of particles in such a system is o†set from the star ;
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i.e., the center of symmetry of a disk in this system is o†set
from the star. The gravitational perturbations of the ring
also point to the plane coincident with the perturberÏs
orbital plane. In systems with two or more perturbers, the
systemÏs plane of symmetry (that in which the perturbing
forces out of this plane cancel) varies with distance from the
star ; i.e., a disk in such a system is warped.

4.3. Observational Evidence of O†set and Warp in the
Zodiacal Cloud

Mid-IR geocentric satellite observations (such as the
IRAS, COBE, and ISO observations) are dominated by the
thermal emission of the zodiacal cloudÏs P-R dragÈa†ected
particles in all directions except that of the Galactic plane
(Leinert & 1990). Such observations contain detailedGru� n
information about the spatial structure of the zodiacal
cloud, especially since their observing geometry changes
throughout the year as the Earth moves around its orbit.
Since there are nine massive perturbers in the solar system,
the resulting secular perturbation asymmetries should be
apparent in the IRAS, COBE, and ISO data sets (see
Appendix B for a discussion of why the distribution of a
diskÏs P-R dragÈa†ected particles should also contain the
signatures of the systemÏs secular perturbations).

Figure 3a shows COBE observations of the sum of the
brightnesses in the 25 km waveband at the north and south
ecliptic poles, (N ] S)/2 (Dermott et al. 1999), where there is
no contamination from the Galactic plane. If the zodiacal
cloud was rotationally symmetric with the Sun at the
center, then the cross-sectional area density of particles in
the near Earth region would vary according to p(r, h, /)
P r~lf (/), where l is a constant. Because the EarthÏs orbit
is eccentric, geocentric observations sample the zodiacal
cloud at di†erent radial distances from the Sun. Thus, the
minimum of the (N ] S)/2 observation is expected to occur
either at the EarthÏs aphelion, or perihelion,j

^
\ 282¡.9,

depending on whether l[ 1 or l\ 1, which isj
^

\ 102¡.9,
determined by the collisional evolution of particles in the
near-Earth region (e.g., Leinert & 1990 discuss theGru� n
observational evidence and conclude that lB 1.3 as found

by the Helios zodiacal light experiment). However, the
minimum in the 25 km waveband observations occurs at

and a similar result is found in the 12 km wave-j
^

\ 224¡,
band. This is expected only if the Sun is not at the center of
symmetry of the zodiacal cloud. Parametric models of the
zodiacal cloud have also shown the need for an o†set to
explain the observations (e.g., Kelsall et al. 1998).

Figure 3b shows the variation of the brightnesses of the
ecliptic poles with ecliptic longitude of the Earth (Dermott
et al. 1999). The north and south polar brightnesses are
equal when the Earth is at either the ascending or descend-
ing node of the local (at 1 AU) plane of symmetry of the
cloud, giving an ascending node of )asc \ 70¡.7 ^ 0¡.4.
However, COBE observations of the latitudes of the peak
brightnesses of the zodiacal cloud measured in the direc-
tions leading and trailing the EarthÏs orbital motion give

(Dermott et al. 1996). Since such observations)asc \ 58¡.4
sample the cloud external to 1 AU, this implies that the
plane of symmetry of the zodiacal cloud varies with helio-
centric distance, i.e., that the zodiacal cloud is warped.

To observe the zodiacal cloudÏs o†set and warp asym-
metries, an observer outside the solar system, would, at the
very least, need an observational resolution greater than
the magnitude of these asymmetries ; e.g., to observe the
o†set asymmetry, the observer needs a resolution of

arcseconds, where the distance from the[ (ae
f
/a

^
)/R

_observer to the Sun, is measured in parsecs. An o†setR
_

,
would be more observable in a disk such as HR 4796
because of its central cavity, since this causes a brightness
asymmetry in the emission from the inner edge of the disk.

5. THE SECULARLY PERTURBED HR 4796 DISK MODEL

This section describes our model of the HR 4796 disk
that accounts for the brightness distribution seen in the
IHW18 waveband observation of T99 (Fig. 8a). There are
three components of the observation that had to be
included in the model (° 2) : the diskÏs structure, p(r, h, /),
deÐned in ° 2.2 ; the combination of the optical properties
and the size distribution of the diskÏs particles given by P(j,
r), deÐned in ° 2.3 ; and the diskÏs orientation. While the

FIG. 3.ÈCOBE observations in the 25 km waveband of the variation of brightnesses at the north, N, and south, S, ecliptic poles with ecliptic longitude of
the Earth, (Dermott et al. 1999). (a) N ] S is at a minimum at The displacement of this minimum from the EarthÏs aphelion atj

^
j
^

\ 224¡ ^ 3¡. j
^

\ 282¡.9
implies that the center of symmetry of the zodiacal cloud is displaced from the Sun. (b) N and S are equal when the Earth is at either the ascending or the
descending node of the plane of symmetry of the cloud at 1 AU, giving an ascending node of This plane of symmetry is di†erent from the plane of70¡.7^ 0¡.4.
symmetry of the cloud at distances [1 AU from the Sun, implying that the cloud is warped.
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modeling techniques used here are new to the study of cir-
cumstellar disks, they have already been widely used to
study the observed structure of the zodiacal cloud (see, e.g.,
Dermott et al. 1994 ; Grogan et al. 1997) and so can be used
with a certain degree of conÐdence.

5.1. Model of O†set Disk Structure, p(r, h, /)
The diskÏs structure was modeled as that of a secularly

perturbed dynamic disk. A combination of the theory of °° 3
and 4 and inferences from the observation (Fig. 8a) was
used to parameterize the distribution of the orbital elements
of the diskÏs large particles (° 5.1.1). This was used to create
parameterized models of the spatial distribution of these
large particles (° 5.1.2), which could then be compared with
the observed spatial distribution. Since the observed spatial
distribution is that of the ““ emitting ÏÏ particles, the under-
lying assumption is either that these emitting particles
either are the diskÏs large particles or that their spatial dis-
tribution is the same as that of the diskÏs large particles
(whether they are large or not). The implications of this
assumption are discussed in the interpretation of the model
(° 6).

5.1.1. Distribution of Orbital Elements, p(a, e, I, ), u8 )
The quintessentially secular part of the distribution of the

orbital elements of the large particles in a secularly per-
turbed disk is the distributions of their complex eccentric-
ities, n(z), and complex inclinations, n(y). For a particle with
an orbit of a given semimajor axis a, its complex eccentricity
z and complex inclination y are the addition of forced ele-
ments, and to proper elements that have andz

f
(a) y

f
(a), u8

pchosen at random, while and are chosen from the)
p

e
p

I
pdistributions andn(e

p
) n(I

p
).

Since there is insufficient information available to deter-
mine the variation of the forced and proper elements with
semimajor axis in this disk, they were assumed to be con-
stant across the disk. The forced elements were left as model
variables : the forced eccentricity deÐnes the magnitudee

fof the o†set asymmetry in the disk model, the forced peri-
center orientation deÐnes the orientation of this asym-u8

fmetry, and the forced inclination deÐnes the plane ofy
fsymmetry of the disk model. When creating a disk model,

both and were set to zero ; these were incorporatedu8
f

y
flater into the description of the diskÏs orientation to our line

of sight (see ° 5.3). The distributions of the proper eccentric-
ities, and proper inclinations, of particles in then(e

p
), n(I

p
),

disk model were taken to be like those of the main-belt
asteroids with absolute magnitudes H \ 11 (Bowell 1996).
These large asteroids constitute a bias-free set (Bowell 1996)
and have mean proper eccentricities and proper inclinations
of and Not enough Kuiper beltSe

p
T \ 0.130 SI

p
T \ 10¡.2.

objects have been discovered yet to infer a bias-free dis-
tribution for their orbital elements.

The distribution of the semimajor axes, n(a), of particles
in the disk deÐnes its radial distribution. There is no way of
guessing this distribution from theoretical considerations,
since it depends on the outcome of the systemÏs planetary
formation process, which varies from system to system
(compare the distribution of the solar systemÏs planets, and
its disk material, with those found in exosolar systems ; see,
e.g., Backman & Paresce 1993 ; Marcy & Butler 1998). Thus,
it had to be deduced purely observationally. Figure 8a
shows that the disk has an inner edge, inside of which there
is a negligible amount of dust ; this was modeled as a sharp

cuto† in the distribution of semimajor axes at a modelamin,variable. The observation also shows that the disk has an
outer edge at D130 AU; this was modeled as a sharp cuto†
in the distribution of semimajor axes at AU (thisamax\ 130
is a noncritical parameter, since particles near the outer
edge of the disk contribute little to the observation ; see °
5.2.3). The distribution between and 130 AU was takenaminas n(a) P ac, where n(a) da is the number of particles on
orbits with semimajor axes in the range a ^ da/2 and c is a
model variable. To get an idea of the radial distribution
resulting from this semimajor axis distribution, consider
that if the particles had zero eccentricity this distribution
would result in a volume density (number of particles per
unit volume) distribution that is Prc~2 (since the number
of particles in a spherical shell of width dr, the volume
of which is Pr2 dr, would contain a number of particles
Prc dr).

5.1.2. Conversion to Spatial Distribution, p(r, h, /)

Disk models were created from the orbital element dis-
tribution of ° 5.1.1 using the program SIMUL; SIMUL was
developed by the solar system dynamics group at the Uni-
versity of Florida (Dermott et al. 1992). A disk model is a
large three-dimensional array, p(r, h, /), that describes the
spatial distribution of the cross-sectional area of material in
the disk model per unit volume binned in : r, the radial
distance from the star ; h, the longitude relative to an arbi-
trary direction (set here as the forced pericenter direction,

and /, the latitude relative to an arbitrary plane (setu8
f
) ;

here as the forced inclination, or symmetry, plane).y
f
,

SIMUL creates a disk model by taking the total cross-
sectional area of material in the disk (speciÐed by the model
variable and dividing it equally among a large numberptot)of orbits (5 ] 106 in this case), the elements of each of which
are chosen randomly from the speciÐed distribution (°
5.1.1). The disk model is populated by considering the con-
tribution of each orbit to the cross-sectional area density in
each of the cells it crosses.

The spatial distribution of material in one of our models
of the HR 4796 disk can be described by the three variables

c, and simply scales the amount of material inamin, e
f
; ptotthe model, and and describe the orientation of theu8

f
y
fdisk to our line of sight. Figure 4 is a plot of the surface

density of material in a disk model with AU,amin\ 62
and c\ [2 (this is our Ðnal model of ° 5.4). Thise

f
\ 0.02,

illustrates how the speciÐed distribution of orbital elements
a†ects the spatial distribution of material in the disk model :
the sharp cuto† in semimajor axes at determines theaminradial location of the inner hole, which has a sloping cuto†
in r because of the particlesÏ eccentricities ; as predicted in °
4.2.1, particles at the inner edge of the disk in the forced
pericenter direction are closer to the star than those in the
forced apocenter direction by the distribution ofD2amin e

f
;

semimajor axes has produced a surface density distribution
that is Prc~1, but only exterior to 70 AU.

5.2. Model of P(j, r)
5.2.1. Optical Properties of Disk Particles

The optical properties of the disk particles were found
assuming the particles to be made of astronomical silicate
(Draine & Lee 1984 ; Laor & Draine 1993), a common com-
ponent of interplanetary dust found in both the zodiacal
cloud (Leinert & 1990) and exosolar systems (e.g.,Gru� n
Telesco & Knacke 1991 ; Fajardo-Acosta, Telesco, &
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FIG. 4.ÈSurface number density of the 2.5 km dust grains in the HR
4796 disk derived from the 18.2 km brightness distribution (T99). The solid
curve is the azimuthal average of the surface number density, and the
dotted and dashed lines indicate the density through the disk toward and
away from the forced pericenter direction of the model, respectively. The
o†set is a result of the forced eccentricity imposed on the disk model ; the
inner edge of each side of the disk is o†set by AU. The diskÏsDamin e

f
B 1

surface density peaks at D1.02] 109 m~2 at D70 AU. Interior to this, the
surface density falls to zero by 45 AU; the sloping cuto† is because of the
eccentricities of the disk model particlesÏ orbits. Exterior to 70 AU, the
surface density falls o† Pr~3 ; this is because of the distribution of the disk
model particlesÏ semimajor axes, n(a)P a~2.

Knacke 1993 ; Sitko et al. 1999) ; such an assumption can be
tested at a later date using spectroscopy to look for silicate
features in the HR 4796 disk emission. Furthermore, the
particles were assumed to be solid and spherical and to have
a density of o \ 2500 kg m~3. Their optical properties were
calculated using Mie theory, assuming that HR 4796A has a
luminosity and temperature of andL

*
\ 21 L

_
T
*

\ 9500
K (Jura et al. 1998), and using for its spectrum that of the A0
V star Vega (M. Cohen 1999, private communication). In all
calculations, the mass of HR 4796A was assumed to be

(Jayawardhana et al. 1998).M
*

\ 2.5 M
_The properties of particles of di†erent sizes, and at di†er-

ent distances from HR 4796A, are shown in Figure 5. The
temperatures of the particles are plotted in Figures 5a and
5b. The form of Figure 5a can be understood by consider-
ation of equation (1), and the wavelengths at which the star
and a particle, if it was a blackbody, emit most of their
energy are km, andj

*
B 2898/T

*
jbb B 2898/Tbb\

km. As a crude approximation, a10(r/a
^
)1@2(L

_
/L

*
)0.25

particle with diameter D has for j > nD andQabsB 1
for j ? nD. Thus, in terms of their thermal proper-Qabs] 0

ties, disk particles can be divided into four categories : the
largest particles, are efficient absorbers and emit-D? jbb/n,
ters at all relevant wavelengths and so achieve nearly black-
body temperatures, particles with areTbb ; D> jbb/n,
inefficient emitters at their blackbody temperature and so
need temperatures higher than to reradiate all of theTbbincident energy ; the smallest particles, are alsoD> j

*
/n,

inefficient absorbers at the stellar temperature and so do
not need temperatures as high as do slightly larger particles
to reradiate the absorbed energy ; and particles with DB 20
km have temperatures below that of a blackbodyÈthis is
because these particles are superefficient emitters at their
blackbody temperatures (because of silicate resonances,

can go up as high as 2) and so need lower temperaturesQabs

to reradiate the incident energy. The form of Figure 5b can
be understood in the same way. The fallo† of a large (e.g.,
D\ 1000 km) particleÏs temperature with distance from HR
4796A is like that of a blackbody, i.e., while theT P 1/Jr,
fallo† for smaller particles is not that steep because these
particles emit less efficiently the farther they are from the
star (because of their lower temperatures and consequently
higher e.g., the fallo† for D\ 2.5 km particles is T P 1/jbb) ;r0.34, which is close to the 1/r1@3 fallo† expected for particles
with an emission efficiency that decreases P1/j2 (e.g.,
Backman & Paresce 1993).

More important observationally is the variation of the
particlesÏ since this determines theQabs(j, D)Bl[j, T (D, r)],
contribution of a particleÏs thermal emission to the Ñux
density received at the Earth (eqs. [3], [7], and [8]). This is
plotted for j \ 18.2 km in Figures 5c and 5d, and for
j \ 10.8 km in Figures 5e and 5f. The form of Figures 5c
and 5e can be explained in the same way that Figure 5a was
explained : all three Ðgures have similar forms, which is to
be expected since the particlesÏ temperature also appears in

Figures 5c and 5e are, however, attenuated for D> j/n,Bl ;
since these particles are inefficient emitters at that wave-
length. The fallo† with distance of the di†erent particles
shown in Figures 5d and 5f is due solely to their di†erent
temperature fallo†s (Fig. 5b) ; e.g., for j \ 18.2 km, the
approximate fallo† for D\ 1000 km particles is P1/r5.4,
while that for D\ 2.5 km particles is P1/r2.6.

5.2.2. Cross-sectional Area Distribution

The deÐnition of P(j, r) (eqs. [8] and [9]) shows that it is
the convolution of (Figs. 5cÈ5f ) with the cross-QabsBlsectional area distribution Since theoretical argu-p6 (D, r).
ments cannot supply an accurate size distribution (° 3.2.2),
we use the assumption of equation (10), which is that P(j, r)
is equal to the of particles in the disk with character-QabsBlistic size We further assume that this is constantDtyp. Dtypacross the disk in the IHW18 waveband ; i.e., the brightness
of a disk model observation in the IHW18 waveband is
calculated using P(j, r) from the line on Figure 5c corre-
sponding to where is a model variable. A qualit-Dtyp, Dtypative understanding of comes from Figure 5c : sinceDtypis fairly Ñat for particles larger than D8 km, anQabsBlIHW18 waveband observation is dominated by those par-
ticles with the most cross-sectional area, unless there are a
signiÐcant amount of particles smaller than 8 km; Figure 5c
also shows that the observation is unlikely to be dominated
by particles smaller than O(0.01 km) unless their contribu-
tion to the diskÏs cross-sectional area is much higher than
that of larger particles.

In addition to the IHW18 waveband, T99 observed HR
4796 in the N (j \ 10.2 km) waveband. The N-band obser-
vations also show the double-lobed feature, but the inaccu-
racy of the subtraction of the image of HR 4796A from the
observations means that they cannot be used to constrain
the diskÏs structure. The N-band observations can, however,
be used to constrain the diskÏs brightness in this waveband ;
the brightness of a disk in di†erent wavebands di†ers only
in the factor P(j, r) (eq. [7]), so the N-band observation can
be used to obtain information about the diskÏs size distribu-
tion. Since Figures 5c and 5e have similar forms, the two
observations should be dominated by the emission of simi-
larly sized particles ; i.e., they should have the same andDtyp,show similar structures. The same characteristic particle
size, was used to calculate the brightness of a diskDtyp,
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FIG. 5.È (a, c, and e) Thermal properties of astronomical silicate Mie spheres in the HR 4796 disk, plotted for particles of di†erent sizes at 40, 60, 80, and
100 AU from HR 4797A. (b, d, and f ) Thermal properties of 0.01, 2, 3, and 1000 km diameter particles at di†erent distances from HR 4796A. The temperatures
that these particles attain are plotted in (a) and (b). The contribution of a particleÏs thermal emission to the Ñux density received at the Earth per solid angle
that its cross-sectional area subtends there, (eq. [3]), is plotted for observations in the (c and d) IHW18 (18.2 km) and (e and f ) N (10.8Qabs(D, j)Bl[T (D, r), j]
km) wavebands. The brightnesses of disk models in these two wavebands were calculated by taking P(j, r) from the lines on (d) and ( f ) corresponding to
particles of diameter Dtyp.

model in both the IHW18 and N wavebands, using P(j, r)
from the appropriate lines on the plots of Figures 5d and 5f.
There is just one that simultaneously matches the diskÏsDtypobserved brightnesses in both wavebands.

We made an initial estimate for based on the ÑuxDtypdensities observed in the two wavebands : the Ñux densities
of the disk in the IHW18 and N wavebands are 857 and 40
mJy, respectively (T99) ; i.e., the observed Ñux density ratio
N/IHW18 is O(0.05). The expected Ñux density ratio of the
two wavebands [the ratio of P(j, r) for di†erent isDtyp]plotted in Figure 6a. Assuming the emission to arise mostly
from particles near the inner edge of the disk, r \ 60È80
AU, Figure 6a shows that the observed emission can be

fairly well constrained to come from particles with Dtyp \
km.2È3

5.2.3. Pericenter Glow

Figure 7a shows a contour plot of an unsmoothed
IHW18 waveband observation of the disk model of Figure
4 viewed face-on (i.e., perpendicular to the diskÏs plane of
symmetry, This shows the observational consequence ofy

f
).

the o†set center of symmetry of the disk model. Because the
particles at the inner edge of the disk (those that contribute
most to the diskÏs brightness) are closer to the star in the
forced pericenter direction, than those in the forcedu8

f
,

apocenter direction (Fig. 4), they are hotter and so contrib-
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FIG. 6.È(a) Ratio of the thermal emission in the N (10.8 km), and
IHW18 (18.2 km) wavebands of astronomical silicate Mie spheres of di†er-
ent sizes at 40, 60, 80, and 100 AU from HR 4796A (i.e., Fig. 5e divided by
Fig. 5c). Assuming the diskÏs Ñux densities in the two wavebands to be
dominated by the emission of particles at 60È80 AU, the observed ratio of
Ñux densities, O(0.05) (T99 ; ° 5.2.2), can be used to estimate that the diskÏs
emitting particles have km. (b) Ratio, b, of the radiation pres-Dtyp \ 2È3
sure force to the gravitational force acting on astronomical silicate Mie
spheres of di†erent sizes in the HR 4796 disk.

ute more to the diskÏs thermal emission than those at the
forced apocenter. This is the ““ pericenter glow ÏÏ phenome-
non, which leads to the horseshoe-shaped highest contour
line (the Ðlled-in 1.02 mJy pixel~1 line), which is pointed in
the direction. This asymmetry is a consequence ofu8

f
aminand only, and its magnitude is determined by only. Ine

f
e
fparticular, if there is a gradient of across the disk, then ite

fis at the inner edge of the disk that controls the magni-e
ftude of the asymmetry. The outermost contour plotted on

Figure 7a, which is an o†set circle with a radius of 95 AU, is
that corresponding to 0.17 mJy pixel~1. Thus, there is little
emission from the outer edge of the disk, justifying the arbi-
trary use of AU in the modeling.amax \ 130

5.3. Disk Model Orientation
The two variables that deÐne the orientation of the HR

4796 disk to our line of sight are and how theyu8
f

Iobs ;deÐne this orientation is best explained using Figure 7a.
Imagine that the disk starts face-on with the forced peri-
center direction pointing to the left. It is then rotated clock-
wise by (this is shown in Fig. 7a, where andu8

f
u8

f
\ 26¡)

then tilted by about the dotted line on Figure 7a.90¡ [ IobsThe direction of this tilt, whether the top or bottom of the
disk ends up closer to the observer, is not constrained in the

modeling, since no account was made for either the extinc-
tion of the diskÏs emission by the disk itself, or for the diskÏs
scattered light (e.g., an observer would see forward-
scattered starlight from the closest part of the disk and
back-scattered starlight from the farthest part, a phenome-
non that could produce an apparent asymmetry in a sym-
metric disk ; Kalas & Jewitt 1995). If the resulting
inclination of the diskÏs symmetry plane to our line of sight,

is small, then the resulting nearly edge-on observationIobs,shows two lobes, one either side of the star. Since the hotter,
brighter, pericenter glow material is predominantly in one
of the lobes (unless the lobes have asymmetricu8

f
\ 90¡),

brightnesses.

5.4. Modeling Process and Results
Pseudo-observations of disk models in the IHW18 and N

wavebands were produced that mimicked the real OSCIR
(the University of Florida mid-IR imager) observations in
both pixel size, 1 AU at 67 pc (Jurapixel\ 0A.0616 \ 4.133
et al. 1998), and smoothing, using the observed PSFs (which
are asymmetric and slightly fatter than di†raction limited ;
T99), and including the postobservational Gaussian
smoothing of FWHM \ 3 pixels. The model variables, amin,c, and were optimized so that the modeledIobs, e

f
, u8

f
, ptot,IHW18 observation correctly predicts the observed IHW18

brightness distribution ; at the same time, the variable Dtypwas optimized so that the modeled N-band observation
correctly predicts the observed N-band brightness.

The model observations were compared with the real
observations using the following diagnostics : the lobe
brightnesses, and their projected radial o†sets fromFNE,SW,
HR 4796A, that were found by Ðtting a quinticRNE,SW,
polynomial surface to a 10 ] 10 pixel region around each of
the lobes with 0.1 pixel resolution (the location of HR
4796A in the real observations was also found in this way) ;
and line cuts through the disk both parallel (e.g., Figs. 8d
and 9) and perpendicular (e.g., Figs. 8c and 8e) to the line
joining the two lobes in the IHW18 observations. An under-
standing of how the di†erent model variables a†ect the dif-
ferent diagnostics allowed the modeling process to be
decoupled into solving for the diskÏs symmetrical structure,
deÐned by and c ; the particle size and theIobs, amin, Dtyp ;
diskÏs asymmetrical structure, deÐned by ande

f
u8

f
.

Throughout the modeling, the amount of material in a
model, was scaled so that the model observation pre-ptot,dicted the correct observed mean brightness of the lobes in
the IHW18 waveband, Fmean\ (FNE] FSW)/2 \ 1.40
^ 0.02 mJy pixel~1 ; its Ðnal value, m2,ptot\ 2.03] 1024
was calculated once the other variables had been con-
strained.

5.4.1. Symmetrical Disk Structure

Since and pertain only to the diskÏs asymmetricale
f

u8
fstructure, then for a given the variables pertaining toDtyp,the diskÏs symmetrical structure, and c, could beIobs, amin,solved using a model with such a model is axisym-e

f
\ 0 ;

metric, so the variable is redundant. The inclination ofu8
fthe diskÏs plane of symmetry to the line of sight, Iobs\ 13¡

^ 1¡, was constrained to give the best Ðt to the line cuts
perpendicular to the lobes (Figs. 8c and 8e) ; this is in agree-
ment with that found by previous models of HR 4796 disk
observations (Koerner et al. 1998 ; Schneider et al. 1999).
Since our model is that of a ““ fat ÏÏ disk, a di†erent proper
inclination distribution would lead to a di†erent e.g., ifIobs ;



FIG. 7.È(a) Contour plot of an unsmoothed face-on view of the HR 4796 disk model (shown also in Fig. 4) seen in the IHW18 (18.2 km) waveband. The
contours are spaced linearly at 0.17, 0.34, 0.51, 0.68, 0.85, and 1.02 mJy pixel~1. The diskÏs o†set causes particles in the forced pericenter direction, located at a
position angle of where as measured from north in a counterclockwise direction, to be hotter, and hence brighter, than those in the90¡ [ u8

f
, u8

f
\ 26¡,

forced apocenter direction ; this is the ““ pericenter glow ÏÏ phenomenon, evident in this Ðgure by the shape of the brightest ( Ðlled-in) contour. The geometry of
the observation is deÐned such that the disk as it is shown here is rotated by a further about the dotted line, where (b) Relation of forced90¡[ Iobs Iobs \ 13¡.
eccentricity, to the orientation of the longitude of forced pericenter, in the model to achieve the observed lobe brightness asymmetry of 5.1%^ 3.2%e

f
, u8

f
,

(a similar relationship is necessary to achieve the observed radial o†set). A forced eccentricity as small as 0.02 would suffice to achieve the observed
asymmetry, but a higher forced eccentricity could be necessary if the forced pericenter is aligned in an unfavorable direction. Our Ðnal model, shown in Figs.
4, 7, 8, and 9, has and (asterisk).e

f
\ 0.02 u8

f
\ 26¡

FIG. 8.ÈUpper panels : False color images of HR 4796 in the IHW18 (18.2 km) waveband. Both (a) the observation and (b) the model have been rotated to
horizontal, with the northeast lobe on the left. The contours are spaced linearly at 0.22, 0.35, 0.49, 0.62, 0.75, 0.89, 1.02, 1.15, 1.29, and 1.42 mJy pixel~1. The
observation has had the photospheric emission of HR 4796A subtracted and a 3 pixel FWHM Gaussian smoothing applied. The image of the model mimics
the observation both in pixel size (1 AU) and smoothing (using an observed PSF and including the 3 pixel postobservationalpixel\ 0A.0616\ 4.133
smoothing). L ower panels : Line cuts in the vertical direction through the (c) northeast and (e) southwest lobes, and (d) in the horizontal direction through the
center of both lobes. The observations are shown with a solid line and the model with a dotted line.
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FIG. 9.ÈHorizontal line cuts along the plane of the lobes in the N (10.8
km) band. The observation is shown with a solid line and models with
particle diameters of 2.5, and 3 km are shown with dotted,Dtyp \ 2,
dashed, and dot-dashed lines. The total amount of cross-sectional area in
the models, has been scaled to Ðt the observed mean brightness of theptot,lobes in the IHW18 (18.2 km) waveband ; the model with kmDtyp \ 2.5
gives the best Ðt to the observed lobe brightnesses in the N band. The
observed N-band Ñux density is not well constrained within of HR0A.8
4796A because of imperfect subtraction of the stellar photosphere from the
image (T99), and so it is not shown here.

the disk is actually thinner than modeled here, SI
p
T \ 10¡.2,

then the inferred is an underestimate, and vice versa.IobsThe inner edge of the disk, AU, was con-amin\ 62 ^ 2
strained such that the model observation reproduces the
observed mean radial o†set of the lobes from HR 4796A,

AU. The semimajorRmean\ (RNE] RSW)/2 \ 58.1^ 1.3
axis distribution, c\ [2 ^ 1, was constrained to give the
best Ðt to the cut along the line joining the two lobes (Fig.
8d).

5.4.2. Particle Size

Since was already estimated to be about 2È3 kmDtyp(° 5.2.2), the modeling of the diskÏs symmetrical structure
was repeated for 2.5, and 3 km. Adjusting byDtyp \ 2, Dtypsuch a small amount did not a†ect the inferred symmetri-
cal structure parameters. This was expected, since the P(18.2
km, r) for each of these are very similar (Fig. 5d).DtypRemembering that the model is always normalized to
predict the observed mean IHW18 lobe brightnesses, the
predicted N-band lobe brightnesses are compared for the
three values of in Figure 9. This shows that the particleDtypsize can be constrained to be km; i.e., theDtyp\ 2.5^ 0.5
crude method of calculating the particle size of ° 5.2.2 gives
a very good estimate of this size. This particle size means
that the total mass of emitting particles in the disk model is
D1.4] 10~3 where is the massM

^
, M

^
\ 3 ] 10~6 M

_of the Earth. However, this is not a useful constraint on the
diskÏs mass, since the diskÏs mass is expected to be concen-
trated in its largest particles. The best estimate of the mass
of the HR 4796 disk, from submillimeter observations, is
that it is between 0.1 and 1.0 (Jura et al. 1995 ; JuraM

^
M

^et al. 1998), which, as expected, is well above the mass of our
disk model.

5.4.3. Asymmetrical Disk Structure

The diskÏs observed asymmetries are deÐned by the lobe
brightness asymmetry, (FNE[ FSW)/Fmean\ 5.1% ^ 3.2%,
and the radial o†set asymmetry, (RSW [ RNE)/Rmean\ 6.4%
^ 4.6%. These asymmetries are also apparent in the disk
model, and their magnitudes are determined by both ande

f

The lobe brightness asymmetry was used to constrainu8
f
.
and and it was found that the necessary to causee

f
u8

f
, e

fthe 5.1%^ 3.2% asymmetry depends on the geometry of
the observation according to the relation shown in Figure
7b. Thus, for the majority of the geometries, a forced eccen-
tricity of between 0.02 and 0.03 is sufficient to cause the
observed brightness asymmetry. In the context of this mod-
eling, the observed brightness asymmetry implies a radial
o†set asymmetry of D5%, which is within the limits of the
observation. Our Ðnal model, shown in Figures 4, 7, 8, and
9, assumes a modest value of which correspondse

f
\ 0.02,

to an orientation of 26¡ (Fig. 7b). Whether this rotationu8
fputs the pericenter glow material above or below the hori-

zontal, or [26¡, is not constrained here, since itu8
f
\ 26¡

has a minimal e†ect on the observation : in the model obser-
vation of Figure 8, the top of the disk is brighter than the
bottom of the disk by a fraction that would be undetectable
in the observation because of noise and the diskÏs unknown
residual structure. The line cuts of Figure 8 show how well
the model Ðts all aspects of the observationÈthe vertical
structure, the horizontal structure, and the lobe location
and asymmetry.

5.4.4. Statistical SigniÐcance

The standard deviations of the OSCIR lobe observations
quoted in this section were found using model observations
that mimicked the noise present in the OSCIR obser-
vations. The background sky noise in the IHW18 obser-
vation was found to be approximately Gaussian with zero
mean and a 1 p noise per pixel of 0.15 mJy (T99) ; this was
included after the PSF smoothing but before the postobser-
vational smoothing. Observations of the model were repeat-
ed for 50,000 di†erent noise Ðelds to obtain the quoted
standard deviations. Since the observed PSF was asym-
metric (T99), this introduces an apparent lobe asymmetry of
[0.8% in an observation of a symmetric disk (one with

and so the observed lobe asymmetry ise
f
\ 0),

5.9%^ 3.2% from the mean, and its statistical signiÐcance
is 1.8 p. While this is small, it does show that the pericenter
glow phenomenon is observable with current technology :
HR 4796 was observed with the infrared imager OSCIR for
only 1 hr on Keck II (T99) ; in the background-limited
regime, the signiÐcance level of any asymmetry increases at
a rate thus, one good night on a 10 m telescopePJt ;
should be enough to get a deÐnitive observation of the HR
4796 lobe asymmetry. The real signiÐcance of the HR 4796
asymmetry may also be higher than quoted above, since it
also seems to be apparent in other observations of this disk
(Koerner et al. 1998 ; Schneider et al. 1999). Even if sub-
sequent observations happen to disprove the existence of
the asymmetry, this is still signiÐcant, since, as we show in °
6.2, an asymmetry is to be expected if the companion star,
HR 4796B, is on an eccentric orbit.

6. INTERPRETATION OF THE HR 4796 DISK MODEL

The interpretation of our HR 4796 disk model is broken
down into sections that cover discussions of the dynamics of
the disk particles (° 6.1), the lobe asymmetry (° 6.2), the
emitting particle category (° 6.3), the origin of the inner hole
(° 6.4), and the residual structure of the observation once the
model has been subtracted (° 6.5).

6.1. T he Dynamic HR 4796 Disk
Our interpretation of the observed structure of the HR

4796 disk starts with a discussion of the dynamics of the
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particles in the disk and of where the emitting particles Ðt
into our understanding of the dynamic disk (° 3).

6.1.1. Radiation Forces, b
The radiation forces, deÐned by b (eq. [17]), acting on

particles in the HR 4796 disk can be found from their
optical properties. Figure 6b shows the b of particles with
the optical properties assumed in our model (° 5.2.1). Thus,
particles in the disk with D\ 8 km are b meteoroids (even
the submicron particles have b [ 0.5), and a good approx-
imation for the non-b meteoroids is

b B 4/D , (43)

where D is measured in km (in agreement with eq. [18]).
Figure 9 shows that the emitting particles have DtypB 2.5
km; these particles have b \ 1.7. Thus, the modeling implies
that the emitting particles are b meteoroids, i.e., that they
are blown out of the system on hyperbolic orbits. Since the
lifetime of b meteoroids is O(370 yr) for those created at
D70 AU, which is much shorter than the age of the HR
4796 system, any b meteoroids that are currently in the disk
cannot be primordial particles ; rather, they must be contin-
uously created from a reservoir of larger particles ; i.e., the
existence of b meteoroids implies the existence of a dynami-
cally stable population of larger particles.

If the emitting particles are on hyperbolic orbits, we can
use the mass of the diskÏs emitting particles, D1.4] 10~3

and the emitting lifetime of these particles, D370 yr, toM
^

,
estimate the mass-loss rate of the disk to be D4 ] 10~6

yr~1. If this mass-loss rate has been sustained over theM
^age of the system, the original disk must have been D40

more massive than it is today. In fact, a more massiveM
^disk would have had a higher mass-loss rate, since this rate

increases proportionally with the total cross-sectional area
in the disk (i.e., This means that if the current diskPmtot2@3).
has a mass 1.0 the original disk must have had a massM

^
,

D7 ] 104 i.e., the HR 4796 disk may provide evidenceM
^

;
for the type of collisional mass loss that may have happened
in the early Kuiper belt (Stern & Colwell 1997).

6.1.2. Collisional Processes

The collisional lifetime of the diskÏs emitting particles can
be calculated directly from the disk model using equations
(A7) and (A12) : yr across most of the disktcoll(Dtyp)\ 104
(55È85 AU), with a minimum at D70 AU of D4500 yr. This
collisional lifetime is much less than the age of the HR 4796
system. Thus, the emitting particles cannot be primordial
particles (irrespective of whether they are b meteoroids).
The collisional lifetime of the emitting particles can be cor-
roborated using equation (16). The modelÏs e†ective optical
depth (eq. [A8]) is its surface density, plotted in Figure 4,
multiplied by the cross-sectional area of a particle in the
model, This peaks at 70 AU, wherep \ nDtyp2 /4. qeff(70
AU)\ 5 ] 10~3, and yr), giving a collisionaltper\ O(370
lifetime that has a minimum of yr. Thetcoll(Dtyp)B 6000
diskÏs e†ective optical depth at 70 AU, AU), can alsoqeff(70
be corroborated directly from the observation using equa-
tion (A10). The observed edge-on, smoothed lobe brightness
is D1.40 mJy pixel~1 ; this can be scaled to the unsmoothed
face-on brightness by the factor 1.10/1.40 (see Figs. 7a and
8b), which, since each pixel subtends (0.0616n/648,000)2 sr,
gives a brightness of km, 70 JyFl(18.2 AU)/)obs\ 12 ] 109
sr~1. For 2.5 km particles, Figures 5c and 5d give P(18.2
km, 70 AU)B 2.2] 1012 Jy sr~1, thus conÐrming that

AU)B 5 ] 10~3 (this is also in agreement withqeff(70
qB 5 ] 10~3 found by Jura et al. 1995). In fact, assuming
that the diskÏs total IHW18 Ñux density, 857 mJy (T99),
comes from particles between 70^ 15 AU, the unsmoothed
face-on brightness of the disk can also be corroborated ;
equation (A11) with pc gives km, 70R

*
\ 67 Fl(18.2

Jy sr~1).AU)/)obs \O(1010
Since particles are broken up only by collisions with par-

ticles that have diameters more than 1/10 of their own (eq.
[A2]), the collisional lifetime of the diskÏs large particles
must be longer than that of the smaller emitting particles.
Assuming the cross-sectional area distribution to follow
equation (15) with q \ 11/6 down to particles of size Dtyp,the collisional lifetime of particles with can beD?Dtypestimated as (eq. [A15])

tcollB 4 ] 107JD , (44)

where is measured in years and D in kilometers. Sincetcollparticles for which cannot be primordial, thistcoll\ tsysimplies that particles smaller than 60 m currently in the HR
4796 disk cannot be original ; rather, they must have been
created in the breakup of larger particles ; i.e., these disk
particles form a collisional cascade through which the
spatial distributions of the smaller particles are related to
that of the larger particles. The diskÏs particles that are
larger than 60 m are its primordial particles.

6.1.3. P-R Drag

The diskÏs high e†ective optical depth means that bpr\132 at 70 AU (eq. [26]), which in turn means that there is
not expected to be signiÐcant P-R drag evolution for any of
the diskÏs particles. Analysis of the P-R drag evolution of
disk particles (eq. [25]) shows that even the most a†ected
particles, those with b \ 0.5, have a P-R drag lifetime of

Myr) at 70 AU, and that these particles wouldtpr \O(1.6
make it only to D69.8 AU before they are broken up by
collisions and blown out of the system by radiation pres-
sure. Appendix B, which gives a discussion of lobe asym-
metries in disks for which P-R drag is important, gives an
analysis that shows that the cumulative e†ect of P-R drag
on the orbits of all of a disk particleÏs ancestors is also
insigniÐcant.

6.1.4. T he Dynamic HR 4796 Disk

Since P-R drag is not an important process in the HR
4796 diskÏs evolution, there are just three categories of par-
ticles in the disk : large particles, b critical particles, and b
meteoroids. If we are to believe the modeled emitting parti-
cle size (discussed further in ° 6.3), the particles that are seen
in both the IHW18 and the N-band observations are the
diskÏs b meteoroids. Since we modeled the disk as if the
emitting particles are large particles, this inconsistency
needs to be borne in mind in our interpretation of the
model.

While the modeling used a distribution of orbital ele-
ments that is appropriate only for the diskÏs large particles,
it was the spatial distribution of the diskÏs emitting material,
p(r, h, /), that was constrained by the modeling, not the
distribution of orbital elements, p(a, e, I, ), Therefore,u8 ).
the inferred distribution, p(r, h, /), which is that shown in
Figure 4, is an accurate description of the spatial distribu-
tion of the diskÏs emitting particles, whatever their size.
Indeed, it is in excellent agreement with that inferred from
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other observations of the HR 4796 disk (Jayawardhana et
al. 1998 ; Koerner et al. 1998 ; Schneider et al. 1999). If the
emitting particles are the diskÏs large particles, then the
inferred model variables have physical interpretations for
the distribution of the orbits of the diskÏs large particles. If,
as appears to be the case, the emitting particles are b
meteoroids, then further modeling of p(r, h, /) needs to be
done to infer the distribution of the orbits of these particles.

However, since the diskÏs b critical and b meteoroid par-
ticles are created from its large particles, the spatial dis-
tributions of all of these particles share a great deal in
common (see °° 3.2 and 4.2) : they all have the same plane of
symmetry, the same opening angle, and the same o†set and
warp asymmetries, but the radial distributions of the
smaller particles are more extended than that of the large
particles. This means that if we are seeing the diskÏs b
meteoroids, then the spatial distribution of its large par-
ticles has a plane of symmetry that is deÐned by and anIobs,inner edge that is at the same radial location and that is
o†set by the same amount and in the same direction, as that
shown in Figure 4 ; their radial distribution, however, would
not be as extended as that of Figure 4. Thus, the model
parameters and have physical interpretationsamin, e

f
, u8

ffor the distribution of the orbits of the diskÏs large particles,
irrespective of the size of the emitting particles.

6.2. Interpretation of L obe Asymmetry : HR 4796Ïs Secular
Perturbations

The lobe asymmetry in the model of ° 5 is due solely to
the o†set inner edge of the disk. The model shows that
secular perturbations amounting to a comparatively small
forced eccentricity, imposed on the orbits of largee

f
\ 0.02,

particles at the inner edge of the disk, a \ 62 AU, would
cause the diskÏs inner edge to be o†set by a sufficient
amount to cause the observed 5% lobe asymmetry. This
section considers what kind of a perturber system would
impose such a forced eccentricity on the inner edge of the
disk and whether or not such a system is physically realistic.
A discussion of the systemÏs secular perturbations also
allows interpretation of the diskÏs inferred orientation,
deÐned by the parameters andu8

f
Iobs.If HR 4796AÏs binary companion, HR 4796B, is on an

eccentric orbit, it would have imposed a forced eccentricity
on the disk particles. However, a forced eccentricity could
also have been imposed on the disk by an unseen planet
close to the inner edge of the disk, a planet that could be
responsible for clearing the inner region (e.g., Roques et al.
1994). The secular perturbations imposed on the HR 4796
disk by a perturber system are shown in Figure 10 for the
four cases that include : (1) HR 4796B and a putative planet
located at the inner edge of the disk with (2) HRMpl\ 0,
4796B and (3) HR 4796B andMpl\ 0.1 MJ, Mpl\ 10 MJ,and (4) just the planet. The parameters of the two perturbers
are assumed to be the following.

HR (Jayawardhana et al. 1998) ;4796B.ÈM
B
\ 0.38 M

_the orbit of HR 4796B is unknown at present (Jura et al.
1993), so the semimajor axis of its orbit is arbitrarily taken
as its projected distance, AU (Jura et al. 1998 ; notea

B
\ 517

that we are not assuming that this is the semimajor axis of
the ellipse that the starÏs orbit traces on the sky)Èthis gives
an orbital period of D7000 yr (eq. [12]) and a timescale for
secular perturbations from HR 4796B to have built up at 62
AU of O(1 Myr) (eq. [42]) ; the eccentricity neces-e

B
\ 0.13,

sary to cause at a \ 62 AU if there were noe
f
\ 0.02

unseen perturbers (eq. [41a]) ; and deÐning the ref-I
B
\ 0¡,

erence plane for the analysis.
is a variable measured in Jupiter masses,Planet.ÈMplwhere (current observations have limitedMJ\ 10~3 M

_the size of a planet in the system to Jura etMpl\ 200 MJ ;al. 1998) ; AU (see ° 6.4) ; the eccentric-apl\ 47 epl\ 0.023,
ity necessary to cause at a \ 62 AU if the planete

f
\ 0.02

was the only perturber (eq. [41a]) ; and an arbi-Ipl\ 5¡,
trary choice that represents the fact that the orbital plane of
the planet is not necessarily aligned with that of HR 4796B.

6.2.1. Just HR 4796B

For the cases when there is just one perturber in the
system, the forced elements in the system can be found from
equations (41a) and (41b) : the forced eccentricity, ise

f
,

determined by the ratio of the semimajor axes of the per-
turber and the particle and by the eccentricity of the per-
turberÏs orbit but is independent of the perturberÏs mass ; the
forced pericenter, is aligned with the pericenter of theu8

f
,

perturber ; and the plane of symmetry of the disk, isy
f
,

constant across the disk and is the orbital plane of the
perturber.

Therefore, if the only perturber is HR 4796B, then to
impose at a \ 62 AU the eccentricity of its orbite

f
\ 0.02

would have to be the consequent forced eccen-e
B
\ 0.13 ;

tricity imposed on the disk is plotted in Figure 10a. This
also means that if then a brightness asymmetry ine

B
[ 0.1,

this disk of [5% would be expected unless adverse geo-
metrical conditions prevented it. The position angle from
north of HR 4796B relative to HR 4796A is 225¡
(Jayawardhana et al. 1998), while that of the southwest lobe
(i.e., the least bright lobe) is 206¡ (T99). For the lobe asym-
metry to be the consequence of perturbations from HR
4796B only, HR 4796B must currently be close to its apas-
tron and its orbital plane must be the plane of symmetry of
the disk, i.e., inclined at 13¡ to the line of sight. All of these
conclusions are consistent with our initial estimate that the
semimajor axis of the starÏs orbit is equal to its observed
projected distance, 517 AU.

6.2.2. HR 4796B and a Planet

Consider the e†ect of adding a planet at the inner edge of
the disk into the HR 4796 system.4 If there are two per-
turbers in the system, then the forced element variation with
semimajor axis depends both on the masses of the per-
turbers and on the orientations of their orbits. In the plot of
Figure 10b, was chosen so that the forcedu8 pl\ u8

B
] 180¡

eccentricity (and hence the lobe asymmetry) is aligned with
the planetÏs pericenter for and aligned with HRa \ acrit4796BÏs pericenter for where is the semimajora [ acrit, acritaxis for which Since the two perturbers were alsoe

f
\ 0.

chosen to have di†erent orbital planes, a similar change in
the diskÏs alignment is seen in the plot of (Fig. 10d) : theI

fdiskÏs plane of symmetry is aligned with the planetÏs orbital
plane at its inner edge and with the orbital plane of HR
4796B at its outer edge ; this could cause an image of the
disk to appear warped. Such a warp could be modeled using

4 The orbital elements of a low-mass planet in the system would, just
like the disk particles, have forced and proper components ; a high-mass
planet would perturb the orbit of HR 4796B.
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FIG. 10.ÈPlots of the forced eccentricities imposed on the orbits of particles in the HR 4796 system as a function of their semimajor axes, assuming
di†erent combinations of perturbers in the system: (a) HR 4796B only ; (b) HR 4796B and a planet at the inner edge of the disk ; (c) a planet only. (d) The
forced inclinations imposed by the two perturber system. The inner edge of the disk is at a \ 62 AU. HR 4796B and the planet are assumed to have :

AU, and and 10 where is the mass of Jupiter, AU, and TheM
B
\ 0.38 M

_
, a

B
\ 517 e

B
\ 0.13, I

B
\ 0 ; Mpl \ 0.1 MJ, MJ apl \ 47 epl \ 0.023, Ipl \ 5¡.

orbital elements of the planet are marked by an asterisk on the forced elements plots. In a one-perturber system the forced eccentricity is independent of the
mass of the perturber, and the forced inclination is the plane of the perturberÏs orbit. In a two-perturber system, the shapes of the forced element plots depend
on the mass of the planet, and the forced eccentricity also depends on the orientations of the perturbersÏ orbits. In (b) it is assumed that Thisu8 pl \ u8

B
] 180¡.

means that for and for where is the semimajor axis of a particleÏs orbit for which a similar alignment withu8
f
\u8 pl a \ acrit, u8

f
\u8

B
a [ acrit , acrit e

f
\ 0 ;

the perturbersÏ orbital planes seen in the plot of the particlesÏ forced inclinations. Thus, the lobes have both their asymmetries and their plane of symmetry
aligned with the orbit of the planet if and with the orbit of HR 4796B ifMpl [ 0.1 MJ Mpl \ 0.1 MJ.

the same modeling techniques that are described in this
paper and would provide further constraints on the per-
turbers in the system (even if no warp was observed).

Therefore, it is possible that the brightness asymmetry
and the symmetry plane of the lobes are determined by a
planet close to the edge of the disk that has Mpl[ 0.1 MJ,rather than by HR 4796B. Using such an analysis, the peri-
center glow phenomenon could be used to test for the exis-
tence of a planet in the HR 4796 system, but only after the
orbit of HR 4796B has been determined ; e.g., if oru8

B
, e

B
,

the plane of HR 4796BÏs orbit contradicted the observed
asymmetry orientation, brightness asymmetry magnitude,
or the plane of symmetry of the lobes, then the existence of a
planet at the inner edge of the disk with couldMpl[ 0.1 MJbe inferred.

6.2.3. Just Planet

A double-lobed disk structure could also be observed in a
system with no observable companion. The only possible
perturber in such a system is an unseen planet, the secular
perturbations of which warrant the same kind of discussion

as for the case in which HR 4796B was the only perturber
(° 6.2.1). Depending on the planetÏs mass, radial location,
and eccentricity, it too could give rise to a detectable peri-
center glow. The only constraint on the planetÏs mass is that
the disk must be old enough for its secular perturbations
to have a†ected the distribution of orbital elements of the
disk particles over the age of the system. Since it takes of
the order of one precession timescale to distribute the com-
plex eccentricities of collisional fragments around the circle
centered on the forced eccentricity, the constraint on the
planetÏs mass can be approximated as that for which the age
of the system, is greater than the secular timescale,tsys,(eq. [42]) ; for the HR 4796 system this limit istsec P 1/Mpl The constraint on the planetÏs eccentricity isMpl[ 10 M

^
.

even less stringent than for the binary companion because
the planet is closer to the edge of the disk : a planet in the
HR 4796 system would need an eccentricity of only epl[0.02 to produce the observed 5% lobe asymmetry, and the
forced eccentricity imposed on the disk by a planet with

is plotted in Figure 10c. Therefore, the signatureepl\ 0.023
of even a low-mass planet would not escape detection, and
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symmetrical double-lobed features are unlikely to be
observed in systems that contain planets.

6.2.4. Other Considerations

If the disk itself is massive enough to cause signiÐcant
gravitational perturbations to the orbits of the disk par-
ticles, then the mass of the disk should be incorporated into
the analysis of the secular perturbations in the system. A
massive disk could dampen the eccentricity of a planet at
the inner edge of the disk (Ward & Hahn 1998), thus
reducing the o†set asymmetry.

6.2.5. Fomalhaut

The Fomalhaut disk lobes may have asymmetric bright-
nesses (Holland et al. 1998), but the statistical signiÐcance of
this asymmetry is low. Fomalhaut is a wide visual binary
system. Gliese 879 is FomalhautÏs common proper motion
companion (Barrado Y et al. 1997) ; the two starsNavascue� s
are separated by D2¡, which corresponds to a projected
separation of O(55,000 AU) at 7.7 pc. At such a distance, the
forced eccentricity imposed on the disk by the binary star is
insigniÐcant (eq. [41a]). A secular perturbation o†set asym-
metry in this disk would be expected only if there is a planet
in the disk that has a noncircular orbit.

6.3. Discussion of Emitting Particle Category
The emitting lifetime of the diskÏs b meteoroids, O(370 yr),

is less than the emitting lifetime of their parents, O(104 yr) ;
equivalently, Thus, our understanding of theqeff \ 0.1.
dynamic disk implies that the diskÏs cross-sectional area
distribution should not contain a signiÐcant amount of b
meteoroids. Rather, since there are no P-R dragÈa†ected
particles in the disk, the diskÏs emission is expected to come
from its b critical particles and its smallest large particles
(° 3.2.2). Not all disk particles have the same composition
and morphology ; even if this were a close approximation,
there is, as yet, no evidence to suggest whether the particle
properties chosen in our modeling (° 5.2.1) are correct. Are
we indeed seeing the diskÏs b meteoroid particles, or did the
assumptions of the modeling lead us to this conclusion?

Consider the initial crude estimate of the particle size
(° 5.2.2) ; this proved to be an accurate method for estimat-
ing the particle size (° 5.4.2). If di†erent assumptions had
been made about the particlesÏ properties (e.g., if the par-
ticles had been assumed to be made of ice) or morphologies
(e.g., if the particles had been assumed to be like the ““ birdÏs
nest ÏÏ structures of Gustafson 1994), both Figures 6a and 6b
would be di†erent and di†erent conclusions might have
been drawn about the b of the emitting particles. If a size
distribution had been included in the modeling, this would
also have a†ected our conclusions. These are considerations
that must be modeled before any Ðrm conclusions about the
dynamics of the emitting particles can be reached. However,
since irrespective of their assumed properties large particles
have blackbody temperatures and brightness ratios similar
to those of the D[ 100 km particles in Figure 6b, a Ñexible
interpretation of the observed brightness ratio is that the
emitting particles must have temperatures that are hotter
than blackbody. Thus, either the emitting particles are small
(e.g., the simple analysis of ° 5.2.1 implies that D\ 10 km),
in which case they are likely to be b meteoroids (e.g., 10 km
particles have b [ 0.5 unless they have densities [3000 kg
m~3 ; eq. [18]), or they are large particles that are made up
of smaller hotter particles.

The assumptions about the particle properties in the
model could also have a†ected our conclusions about the
collisional lifetime of the emitting particles. Consider the
estimate of AU) derived from the IHW18 lobe bright-qeff(70
ness (° 6.1.2). Changing the properties of particles in the
model would change the estimate of because of theqeffresultant changes in P(18.2 km, r) ; e.g., if we had modeled
the disk using 30È50 km particles, we would have had to put
more cross-sectional area in the model for it to give the
observed lobe brightness. Figure 5c shows that for astrono-
mical silicate Mie spheres that are larger than 0.01 km in
diameter, P(18.2 km, 70 AU) must lie in the range 0.034È
2.3] 1012 Jy sr~1, depending on whether the diskÏs cross-
sectional area is concentrated in its 30È50 km particles that
emit at cool temperatures or in its 2È3 km particles that are
small and hot, but large enough to emit efficiently at 18.2
km. For particles with di†erent optical properties, P(18.2
km, 70 AU) could be below 0.034] 1012 Jy sr~1 if the
particles have temperatures well below blackbody (or if they
have low emission efficiencies) ; equally, it could be higher
than 2.3] 1012 Jy sr~1 if the particles are hotter than the
2È3 km astronomical silicate Mie spheres. Taking
0.034] 1012 Jy sr~1 as a lower limit for P(18.2 km, 70 AU)
implies that AU)\ 0.35, giving a collisional lifetimeqeff(70
for the emitting particles that could be as low as 85 yr.
However, given the temperature of the emitting particles
inferred from the observed brightness ratio, O(104 yr)
remains the best estimate for their collisional lifetime. A
further note of caution is necessary about the inferred col-
lisional lifetime : Appendix A assumes collisions between
disk particles to be either catastrophic or irrelevant. While
this may be appropriate for the diskÏs larger particles, since
these are likely to be solid bodies, collisions between its
smaller particles, which may have Ñu†y birdÏs nest struc-
tures (Gustafson 1994), could be more erosive than destruc-
tive and could lead to signiÐcant grain growth.

In conclusion, neither observational nor theoretical con-
siderations can provide a deÐnitive answer as to the
dynamics of the emitting particles. However, the conÐrma-
tion of the emitting particlesÏ collisional lifetimes means that
we can be sure that these particles are not primordial and
that there are no P-R dragÈa†ected particles in the disk. b
meteoroids remain the most likely candidate for the emit-
ting particles. Mid-IR emitting particles that are on hyper-
bolic orbits have been inferred from observations of the
disks around both b Pictoris (Telesco et al. 1988) and HD
141569 (Fisher et al. 1999).

6.4. Origin of the Inner Hole
Whatever the size of the emitting particles, analysis of the

optical depth of the diskÏs inner region (T99) shows that it is
a few hundred times less than that of the outer disk, so there
are very few emitting particles in this region. Because this
central hole is necessary for the secular perturbation o†set
asymmetry to be observed (without the hole only the radial
o†set could be observed), its physical origin requires atten-
tion. Since the existence of small emitting particles in the
disk requires the existence of large particles, the question to
answer is why there are so many large particles in the outer
disk but so few in the inner disk? Either the physical condi-
tions were such that they were able to form in the outer
region but not in the inner region, or they formed across the
whole disk but those formed in the inner region have since
been removed. Rather than discussing the planetary forma-
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tion process and the stage of the systemÏs evolution
(although these are of utmost importance in determining
the physics of the disk), this section o†ers possible dynami-
cal explanations for the removal of the large particles.

If a planet (or planets) exists interior to the inner edge of
the disk, then resonance overlap removes all material from
a region of radial width about theD1.3apl(Mpl/M*

)2@7
planetÏs orbit within about 1000 orbital periods (Wisdom
1980 ; Duncan, Quinn, & Tremaine 1989). Material is also
removed from the secular resonance regions (Lecar &
Franklin 1997)Èthe origin of these regions, which cover the
range of semimajor axes on the plots of Figures 10b and 10d
where was discussed in ° 4.1.2. The radial dis-e

f
, I

f
] O,

tribution of material would also be a†ected by planetary
radial migration (Malhotra 1995 ; Trilling et al. 1998).
However, such mechanisms can explain the total lack of
large particles in the inner region only by invoking a system
with either many planets, or just one planet that is either
very large, or on a very eccentric orbit. Since all of these
mechanisms take longer than a particleÏs orbital period to
take e†ect, they would cause an inner cuto† in the disk
particlesÏ semimajor axes (as opposed to a cuto† in radial
distance from the star).

To estimate the orbit of a putative planet at the inner
edge of the HR 4796 disk that is causing the cuto†, consider
the inner edge of the Kuiper belt. There is almost no Kuiper
belt material on orbits with semimajor axes interior to that
of Pluto (Jewitt 1999), which is in 2 :3 resonance with
Neptune. This is supposed to be the result of resonance
sweeping that occurred as NeptuneÏs orbit expanded early
in the history of the solar system because of the clearing of
planetesimal debris from the inner solar system and the
formation of the Oort cloud (Malhotra 1995). By analogy,
assuming that the inner cuto† of the diskÏs large particles
occurs at the planetÏs 2 :3 resonance location and that this
cuto† can be described by AU, we can estimateamin\ 62
the orbit of the planet to have a semimajor axis of apl\AU, giving an orbital period of D200 yramin[2/3]2@3 \ 47
(eq. [12]).

6.5. Interpretation of the Residual Structure
So far, no explanation has been o†ered for the structure

of the residuals (what is left after subtracting the model from
the observation ; see T99). Analogy with the zodiacal cloud
implies that there could be a population of warmer dust in
the inner region that may be unrelated to the dust in the
outer disk. Depending on the perturbers in the inner region,
such dust could contain considerable structure. Analysis of
emission from such regions would reveal a great deal about
the systemÏs perturbers, however, this would not be easy,
since the resolution required to map such small-scale struc-
ture is at the limit of current technological capabilities. In
addition, such emission is masked by that of both the stellar
photosphere and the outer disk, the accurate subtractions
of which are difficult.

There may also be residual structure associated with the
outer regions of the disk. If there is a planet orbiting HR
4796A close to the inner edge of the disk, then the distribu-
tion of large particles in the outer disk would contain struc-
ture associated with the planetÏs gravitational perturbations
in addition to the secular perturbations already discussed
(Dermott et al. 1994 ; Malhotra 1996 ; Dermott et al. 1998 ;
Ward & Hahn 1998). Some of the emitting particles might
be trapped in its resonant ring. Such a ring could be

responsible for some of the observed lobe asymmetry. The
existence of such a ring would give the inner edge of the disk
structure that co-orbits with the planet ; i.e., observations of
this structure would vary on timescales of D200 yr, o†ering
a method of distinguishing between this structure and the
large-scale background structure, which would vary on
secular timescales of O(1 Myr). The asymmetric structure of
the EarthÏs resonant ring includes a 0.23 AU3 cloud of dust
located permanently in the EarthÏs wake with a number
density D10% above the background (Dermott et al. 1994).
Observations of such an asymmetric structure in an exo-
solar disk could be modeled using the same techniques that
were used to model the EarthÏs resonant ring (Dermott et al.
1994 ; Jayaraman & Dermott 1999), possibly allowing us to
determine the presence, location, and even the mass of the
perturbing planet (Dermott et al. 1998). However, the evi-
dence suggests that such observations may not be possible
with currently available technology. In fact, calculations
show that when viewed from a distant point in space
normal to the ecliptic plane, the EarthÏs ““ wake ÏÏ would
have an IR signal only O(0.1) times that of the Earth
(Backman 1998). Therefore, regardless of the resolution
requirements, if one were to observe the solar system from
outside, it would be easier to detect the Earth directly than
to infer its existence from the structure of the zodiacal
cloud.

The EarthÏs resonant ring is a result of the trapping of
particles that are evolving into the inner solar system
because of P-R drag. Another method of forming a resonant
ring is for a planet to undergo radial migration of its orbit,
trapping all particles exterior to its orbit into its strongest
resonances ; such an interaction is supposed to have hap-
pened between Neptune and the Kuiper belt (Malhotra
1995). The amount of disk material that is trapped in a
Kuiper belt ring depends on how much radial migration has
taken place to the planets orbit. A ring with all of its par-
ticles trapped in the 1 :2 and 2 :3 resonances with the planet
(these are the strongest resonances) would have three lobes,
with the planet residing in an ““ empty ÏÏ fourth lobe. Could
this be the cause of the triple-lobed structure observed in v
Eridani (Greaves et al. 1998)?

7. CONCLUSIONS

The primary intent of this paper was to show how the
long-term e†ect of the gravitational perturbations, i.e., the
secular perturbations, of a massive perturber could be the
cause of the D5% brightness asymmetry of the double-
lobed feature seen in observations of the HR 4796 disk
(T99).

1. We showed how the secular perturbations of a massive
perturber in a disk impose a forced eccentricity on the
orbits of particles in the disk, thus causing the diskÏs center
of symmetry to be o†set from the star toward the per-
turberÏs apastron. We also showed how the same pertur-
bations impose a forced inclination on the particlesÏ orbits,
which, if there is more than one perturber in the disk, could
cause the disk to be warped.

2. We produced a model of the HR 4796 disk that accu-
rately maps the 18.2 km brightness distribution observed by
T99 ; this model is based on a consideration of the dynamics
of the particles in the disk. The model shows how the
brightness of a disk that has an inner clear region, that also
has an o†set center of symmetry caused by a forced eccen-
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tricity imposed on the disk particlesÏ orbits, would be asym-
metric, since the inner edge of one side of the disk is closer
to the star, and so is hotter and brighter, than the other side.
We showed that a forced eccentricity as small as 0.02 is all
that is necessary to cause a 5% lobe brightness asymmetry
in the HR 4796 disk.

3. If the eccentricity of orbit of the companion star, HR
4796B, is larger than 0.13, then a forced eccentricity of 0.02
is to be expected. However, if there is a planet of mass [0.1

located close to the inner edge of the disk, then theMJforced eccentricity, and hence the asymmetry, imposed on
material in the diskÏs lobes is controlled by the planet rather
than the binary companion ; this could also cause the disk
to be warped. If a forced eccentricity is indeed the cause of
the observed lobe asymmetry, then observations that con-
strain the orbit of HR 4796B would help to clarify whether
such a planet exists. If the HR 4796 system had no binary
companion, a forced eccentricity of 0.02 could have been
imposed on the disk by a lone planet with a mass of [10

and an eccentricity of [0.02.M
^4. The statistical signiÐcance of the HR 4796 diskÏs lobe

asymmetry in the observations of T99 is only at the 1.8 p
level ; however, it is also apparent in the observations of
other authors (Koerner et al. 1998 ; Schneider et al. 1999). It
would take one good night on a 10 m telescope to get a
clear observation of the HR 4796 asymmetry. Thus, the
indirect detection of planets, even small planets, hiding in
circumstellar disks is clearly within reach using these
dynamic modeling techniques. This is particularly impor-
tant, since the direct detection of planets around even
nearby stars is well beyond current capabilities (Backman
1998), and indirect detection techniques such as radial
velocity (Marcy & Butler 1998) or astrometric (Gatewood
1996) techniques permit detection only of very massive
planets that are close to the star.

5. If there is a planet close to the inner edge of the disk,
many of the diskÏs particles could be trapped in resonance
with that planet, thus forming a resonant ring. Such a ring
would give the inner edge of the disk structure that rotates
on the timescale of the orbital period of the planet, D200 yr.
This structure could be contributing to the observed lobe

asymmetry and may also be present in the residuals of the
observation. This possibility could be explored with further
observations. Resonant rings may be the predominantly
observable structures of some exosolar systems, such as that
recently observed around v Eridani (Greaves et al. 1998).

The HR 4796 disk modeling also revealed important
information about the large-scale symmetrical structure of
the disk, as well as about the dynamic properties of its
emitting particles.

1. The spatial distribution of material in the disk inferred
from our modeling matches that inferred by other authors
(Jayawardhana et al. 1998 ; Koerner et al. 1998 ; Schneider et
al. 1999). The surface density of cross-sectional area in the
disk peaks at D70 AU from HR 4796A, falling o† Pr~3
outside this radius, dropping by a factor of D2 between 70
and 60 AU and falling to zero by 45 AU. This soft inner
edge to the disk is to be expected if the disk particlesÏ orbits
are eccentric.

2. Assuming the particles to be astronomical silicate Mie
spheres, the diameter of the emitting particles was estimated
to be km. Particles this small have radiationDtyp \ 2È3
forces that are characterized by b B 2 and so are blown out
of the system on hyperbolic orbits on timescales of D370 yr.
The HR 4796 disk is very dense ; the collisional lifetime of its
emitting particles is D104 yr. Thus, the emitting particles
cannot be primordial particles ; rather, they must be contin-
uously created from a reservoir of larger particles. The col-
lisional lifetimes of all of the diskÏs particles are shorter than
their P-R drag lifetimes ; i.e., none of the diskÏs particles are
a†ected by P-R drag. Further investigation of the particlesÏ
properties needs to be done before any Ðrm conclusions can
be reached about whether the disk is dense enough to
support a population of particles on hyperbolic orbits that
is large enough to dominate the diskÏs emission. If the emit-
ting particles are on hyperbolic orbits, the modeling implies
a mass-loss rate for the disk D4 ] 10~6 yr~1, andM

^further modeling would have to be done to ascertain the
spatial distribution of the dynamically stable population of
large particles from which these emitting particles orig-
inated.

APPENDIX A

COLLISIONAL LIFETIME OF DISK PARTICLES

Consider a collision between two disk particles, the larger of which is denoted by the subscript 1 and the smaller by the
subscript 2. For this collision to be ““ catastrophic, ÏÏ that is, for it to result in the breakup of the larger particle, the impact
energy of the collision must be large enough both to overcome the tensile strength of the larger particle and to impart enough
energy to the collisional fragments to overcome its gravitational binding energy. In the asteroid belt this limit means that a
collision is catastrophic only if (Dohnanyi 1969). Since the impact energy of a collision is assumingm2/m1º 10~4 Pm2 vrel2 ,
that exosolar disk particles have similar tensile strengths to the solar systemÏs asteroids, this limit can be scaled to exosolar
disks by the square of the ratio of the mean relative velocity of collisions in the asteroid belt (at D3 AU), km s~1vrelB 5
(Vedder 1998) to that of collisions in the exosolar disk. The mean relative velocity of collisions in exosolar disks can be
described by

vrel(r) \ f (e, I)v(r) , (A1)

where f (e, I) is some function of the disk particlesÏ eccentricities and inclinations and km s~1 isv(r) \ 30[(M
*
/M

_
)(a

^
/r)]1@2

the average velocity of particles at r (eq. [14] with a replaced by r). Thus, assuming f (e, I) B 0.3 as for collisions in the asteroid
belt, an exosolar disk particle of diameter DP m1@3 would su†er a catastrophic collision only if the other particle in the
collision had a diameter whereºDcc(D),

Dcc(D)\ 0.03[(M
_
/M

*
)(r/a

^
)]1@3D . (A2)
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The ““ collisional lifetime,ÏÏ i.e., the mean time between catastrophic collisions, of a particle of diameter D at a location in a
disk denoted by r, h, and / is the inverse of its catastrophic collision rate (Kessler 1981) :

tcoll(D, r, h, /) \ [Rcoll(D, r, h, /)]~1 , (A3)

where

Rcoll(D, r, h, /) \ pcc(D, r, h, /)vrel(r) , (A4)

is the catastrophic collision cross-section seen by the particle, and is the mean encounter velocity of diskpcc(D, r, h, /) vrel(r)particles at r (eq. [A1]). Using the deÐnition of a diskÏs structure given by equation (4), this catastrophic collision cross-section
is

pcc(D, r, h, /) \ fcc(D, r)p(r, h, /) , (A5)

where

fcc(D, r) \
P
Dcc(D)

Dmax
(1] D/D@)2p6 (D@, r) dD@ (A6)

and is the smallest particle with which a catastrophic collision could occur (eq. [A2]).Dcc(D)
However, unless the particleÏs orbit takes it through a range of h and / before a collision occurs (there is also atcoll> tper,variation of r along the particleÏs orbit because of the eccentricity of its orbit). Thus, it is more appropriate to calculate the

particleÏs collisional lifetime using the mean catastrophic collision rate of the particles in the size range D^ dD/2 that are in
the spherical shell of radius r and width dr. Consider an element of this shell that has a volume dV \ r2 dr dh cos / d/. The
number of particles in the diameter range D^ dD/2 in this element is given by n(D, r, h, /) dD dV , and each of these particles
has a catastrophic collision rate given by equation (A4). Integrating over the whole shell gives

tcoll(D, r)\ /~Imax
`Imax /02n p(r, h, /) dh cos / d/

/~Imax
`Imax /02n [p(r, h, /)]2 dh cos / d/ fcc(D, r)vrel(r)

, (A7)

where is the maximum inclination of the disk particlesÏ orbits to the reference plane.ImaxEquation (A7) can be simpliÐed by considering a cylindrical shell, deÐned by r, h, and z, rather than a spherical one. An
element of the cylindrical shell has a volume dV \ r dr dh dz, and the corresponding collisional lifetime of a particle in the
shell is given by equation (A7) but with /, cos / d/, and replaced by z, dz, and ^h, where Here we^Imax h \ r sin Imax.introduce the parameter the diskÏs face-on e†ective optical depth :qeff,

qeff(r) \
P
~h

`hp(r, h, z) dz , (A8)

where the dependence on h has been dropped since orbits sample the full range of h. This is not a true optical depth, since that
would include a consideration of the particlesÏ extinction coefficients rather, it is the diskÏs face-on surface(Qext \Qabs] Qsca) ;density of cross-sectional area, which is equal to its true optical depth if its particles had Assuming that p(r, h, z) isQext \ 1.
independent of z, so that and that the encounter speed is determined by the vertical motion/~h

`h [p(r, h, z)]2 dz\ 0.5qeff(r)2/h,
of particles in the disk, so that f (e, I) equation (A7) can be simpliÐed toB sin Imax,

tcoll(D, r) \ tper(r)
nfcc(D, r)qeff(r)

, (A9)

where is the average orbital period of particles at r (eq. [12] with a replaced by r).tper(r)A diskÏs e†ective optical depth, can be estimated observationally from equation (6) :qeff,
qeff(r) B [Fl(j, r)/)obs]/P(j, r) , (A10)

where is the diskÏs face-on unsmoothed brightness. The diskÏs face-on unsmoothed brightness can be calculated eitherFl/)obsfrom the observed brightness, making corrections to account for both the diskÏs orientation and the PSF smoothing, or from
the diskÏs total Ñux density, and assuming the disk material to be evenly distributed between r ^ dr/2 :Fl(j),

Fl(j, r)/)obs\ Fl(j)C
f
R

*
2/r dr , (A11)

where AU2 pc~2 sr~1 and is the distance of the star from the observer.C
f
\ 6.8] 109 R

*
A1. COLLISIONAL LIFETIME OF PARTICLES WITH THE MOST CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA

Consider the particles in a disk that make up most of the diskÏs cross-sectional area, i.e., those with diameters close toDtyp.By deÐnition, these particles are most likely to collide with each other (a collision that would deÐnitely be catastrophic), so
their collisional lifetime can be found from equation (A7) using the approximation

fcc(Dtyp, r) B 4 . (A12)

Applying this approximation to equation (A9) gives equation (16), which is also the collisional lifetime determined by
Artymowicz (1997) for particles in b Pictoris.

A2. COLLISIONAL LIFETIME OF A DISKÏS LARGE PARTICLES

The collisional lifetime of particles of di†erent sizes in a disk di†er only by the factor This factor can be ascertainedfcc(D, r).
by making assumptions about the disk particlesÏ size distribution. Assuming that the size distribution of equation (15) holds
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for disk particles between and the normalized cross-sectional area distribution is given byDmin Dmax,
p6 (D)\ (3q [ 5)D4~3q/Dmin5~3q . (A13)

Substituting into equation (A6) gives

fcc(D)\
AXD
Dmin

B5~3qC
1 ] 6q [ 10

(3q [ 4)X
] 3q [ 5

(3q [ 3)X2
D

, (A14)

where for and for the collisional lifetime of particles in a disk withX \ Dcc(D)/D Dcc(D)[Dmin X \Dmin/D Dcc(D) ¹ Dmin ;
this distribution is a minimum for particles for which The size distribution of particles in a real disk is moreDcc(D) \ Dmin.complicated than equation (A13) ; however, equation (A14) can be used to give a crude approximation for the collisional
lifetime of a diskÏs large particles :

tcoll(D, r)B tcoll(Dtyp, r)(Dcc(D)/Dtyp)3q~5 . (A15)

A3. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR A PARTICLEÏS COLLISIONAL LIFETIME

If the P-R drag lifetime, (eq. [25]), is comparable to or shorter than then the e†ect of P-R drag on the collisionaltpr tcoll,lifetime must be accounted for ; e.g., on average, particles from a parent at survive until they reach whererparent rcollAlso, if there is a signiÐcant change in r along a particleÏs orbit because of the/
rparent
rcoll M800(M

_
/M

*
)r/[tcoll(r)b]Ndr \ 1.

eccentricity of its orbit, a similar analysis can be done to take this into account when calculating its collisional lifetime. By
considering the washer-like disk of particles on orbits with a, e, and random (Sykes 1990), we Ðndu8 tcoll(a, e)\

where q \ a(1[ e) is this diskÏs inner edge, and q@\ a(1] e) is its outer edge.n(/
q
q@ (r, a)/Mtcoll(r)[(r [ q)(q@ [ r)]1@2N dr)~1,

APPENDIX B

LOBE ASYMMETRIES IN DISKS WHERE P-R DRAG IS IMPORTANT

B1. OFFSET AND WARP OF A DISKÏS P-R DRAGÈAFFECTED PARTICLES

To Ðnd the secular evolution of the orbital elements of a particle that is a†ected by P-R drag, i.e., one with thebpr \ b \ 0.1,
equations governing the evolution of its complex eccentricity, (eqs. [24] and [37a]), and its complexz5 \ z5 sec [ 2.5(a/a2)z
inclination, (eq. [37b]), must both be solved in conjunction with the P-R drag evolution of its semimajor axis (eq.y5 \ y5 sec[23]). While the solution given by equations (39a) and (39b) is no longer applicable, the decomposition of the particleÏs
complex eccentricity and complex inclination into forced and proper elements, and the physical meaning of these elements, is
still valid ; however, each of these elements now depends on the particleÏs dynamical history.

Consider the P-R dragÈa†ected particles created by the breakup of the asteroid family group described in ° 4.2.1. Imme-
diately after they are created, the orbital elements of these particles are the same as those of the rest of the family ; i.e., they
have semimajor axes a and complex eccentricities and complex inclinations that are uniformly distributed in these planes
around circles of radii equal to the proper elements of the family, and The dynamical evolution of a wave of thesee

p
I
p
.

particles, i.e., those that were created at the same time, can be followed by numerical integration to ascertain how the orbital
elements of the particles in the wave vary as their semimajor axes decrease due to P-R drag ; this is the ““ particles-in-a-circle ÏÏ
method (Dermott et al. 1992). It was found that the complex eccentricities and complex inclinations of a wave of particles
originating in the asteroid belt remain on circles and that, as the waveÏs semimajor axis, decreases, its e†ective properawave,eccentricity (the radius of the waveÏs circle in the complex eccentricity plane) decreases its e†ective properPe

p
(awave/a)5@4,

inclination (the radius of the waveÏs circle in the complex inclination plane) remains constant at and the distributions of theI
p
,

particlesÏ and remain random, all while its e†ective forced elements (the centers of the circles in the complex eccentricityu8
p

)
pand complex inclination planes) have a more complicated variation (Dermott et al. 1992 ; Liou 1993).

Thus, the orbital element distributions, n(z) and n(y), of P-R dragÈa†ected particles are like that of the large particles, in that
they are the addition of and to symmetrical proper element distributions ; however, their forced and proper elements arez

f
y
fdi†erent for particles from di†erent families, as well as being di†erent for particles of di†erent sizes and with di†erent orbital

semimajor axes. This means that their spatial distribution is subject to o†set and warp secular perturbation asymmetries.

B2. ORIGIN OF INNER HOLE

For disks in which P-R drag is a signiÐcant physical process, the existence of an inner hole implies not only that there must
be no large particles in the inner region but also that there must be some mechanism that prevents the particles that are in the
outer disk from evolving into the inner disk by P-R drag. In HR 4796 and other disks in which P-R drag is insigniÐcant, this
mechanism is collisions ; i.e., particles created in the outer disk are broken up by collisions before they reach the inner region.
This section presents dynamical explanations of how a planet located at the inner edge of the disk would help to prevent the
emitting particles from reaching the inner disk.

This is important not just for disks in which its individual particles are not a†ected signiÐcantly by P-R drag in their
lifetime, since while the inner edge of a diskÏs largest particles may be at the cumulative e†ect of P-R drag on all of theamin,stages of the collisional cascade that a primordial particle goes through before the fragments are small enough to be blown
out of the system by radiation pressure could mean that the inner edge of these blowout particles is farther in than Toamin.assess whether the cumulative e†ect of P-R drag has an impact on the inner edge of the emitting particles in the HR 4796 disk,
consider its size distribution to follow that assumed in equation (A13), where km and q \ 11/6. The lifetimeDmin\ Dtyp \ 2.5
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of an intermediate particle can be found using equations (A9) and (A14), and the amount of P-R drag evolution in its lifetime
is (eqs. [23] and [43])

da B [0.0125tcoll(D, r)/Da , (B1)

where da and a are measured in AU, D in km, and in years. Assuming that the largest fragment created in a collisiontcoll(D, r)
has a diameter one-half that of the original particle, a b meteoroid particle (e.g., a 2.5 km particle) at 62 AU assumed to have
originated from a gravitationally bound particle (i.e., one with b \ 0.5) can be removed by at the very most 27 generations
from its primordial ancestor, which would at the very most have been originally at 62.1 AU.

One consequence of a planet at the inner edge of the disk is that it accretes some of the particles that pass it on their way
into the inner region. A simple estimate for the proportion of particles lost in such a way can be obtained by considering the
P-R drag evolution of a torus of particles with orbital elements a, e, I, and random ), and j ; the volume of this torus isu8

(Sykes 1990). In the time it takes for the torus to pass the planet, yr, theVtor\ 8na3e sin I *t \ (1602/b)(M
_
/M

*
)(apl/a^)2e

planet accretes a volume of dust given by (Kessler 1981) where is the captureVacc \ pcap vrel *t, pcap\nRpl2 (1] v
e
2/vrel2 )

cross-sectional area, is the radius of the planet, is the escape velocity of the planet, and is the meanRpl v
e
\ (2GMpl/Rpl)1@2 vrelrelative velocity of encounter between the planet and the particles. Thus, the proportion of dust accreted onto the planet,

is given byP\ Vacc/Vtor,

PB
12

bJ1 [ b
AM

_
M

*

B3@2AMpl
M

_

B4@3Aa
^

apl

B1@2A oJ
opl

B1@3
g(e, I) , (B2)

where kg m~3 is the mean density of Jupiter, g(e, I) and v is the velocity of the particle ; e.g., ifoJ \ 1330 \ [(vrel/v) sin I]~1,
g(e, I)\ 100, then a Jupiter-like planet at the inner edge of the disk would need to accrete all of the particlesMpl[ 30 MJpassing it (i.e., P\ 1 for b \ 0.5).

Another consequence of a planet at the inner edge of the disk is that it traps some of the disk particles into its exterior mean
motion resonances. The resulting resonant ring has three consequences that may aid with the formation of a clear inner
region. First, the calculation of the probability of accretion onto the planet given in equation (B2) does not apply to the
particles that are trapped in the ring. It is thought that resonance trapping helps the accretion process, since trapped particles
may leave the resonance upon a close encounter with the planet (Kortenkamp & Dermott 1998). This means that the
constraint on the mass of the planet derived in the last paragraph is an upper limit for the accretion process to be the sole
removal mechanism. Second, the ring increases the number of particles that are lost by collisional breakup, since it both
decreases the collisional lifetime of disk particles (by increasing the number density of particles in the ring region) and
increases the amount of time it takes for particles that are trapped in the ring to reach the inner region. Finally, if the trapping
timescales, are longer than the age of the system, then the trapped particles cannot have reached the inner disk yet ;tres, tsys,i.e., the ring causes a bottleneck in the Ñow of particles to the inner disk.
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